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Abstract
Something More Than Naked: Essays on Being a Runner is a collection of
essays that examines running as a way to know one’s self. The essays are about the
experience of running in competition and in training, in a structured program and on
solitary mornings, as metaphor and as pure action. Running exposes the narrator to
her own weaknesses and strengths because it tests her and demands an honest answer.
An athlete engages in sport on both a self-conscious and subconscious level. In order
to reach deeper into her experiences, the narrator expands the self-conscious persona
to intrude upon the realm of the subconscious athlete, and in the process explores the
role of memory, language, and awareness in shaping an event. Many times the
narrator realizes a gap, sometimes intentional and sometimes unavoidable, between
thoughts and expression. As a result of that realization, some running experiences
lead the narrator to a greater understanding of the way she interacts with the world
and the people around her. As the collection progresses, the narrator’s focus shifts
from wondering how others see her to more fully expressing how running exists in
her own life.
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Exposure
Last night I went over to a friend’s house for dinner. She and her husband and I
talked of the cold, because that’s what everyone must talk about in Fairbanks when it’s 40
below. With the three of us and their big black dog inside, the cabin was full to
overflowing and warm, but even though we were safe from the cold, it was present lest
we forget, tapping softly against the walls outside and sliding through the cracks in our
conversation.
“We saw a guy out running this morning,” the husband said, pulling the chair out
from the table and sitting down across from me. He said it with the tone of someone
telling a story that’s sure to shock and amaze. His face was poised in a half smile,
eyebrows up and ready, needing only my permission to break into laughter.
The wife joined in. “He was wearing a heavy coat, and boots, and plodding down
the road,” she said. She moved her arms stiffly and shuffled across the room doing her
impression of someone running in a parka. We laughed.
“Are you sure it was a man?” I asked.
•

It’s 40 below and dark, dark without the hint of morning for another hour. Then
the edge of sky will soon turn gray and then pale, but now the stars are out and nothing
about the world seems alive. The air bums the back of my mouth as soon as I step onto
the porch, and I’m running. First down the path to the road, then onto the street and up
the hill, away from the cabin. My clothes are heavy and I feel their weight with every arm
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swing and step. My thoughts are stiff. My headlamp drifts along the ground before me, a
wan imitation of light, vaguely illuminating white drifts against white ice, and everything
is white against dark and frozen, so still and quiet it’s like the world has yet to be bom.
I run first to escape the cabin before it pulls me back. I run not thinking about
what I’ve left behind, warm bed and soft sleep. Every day I ask again whether I need to
do this, but I don’t know the answer just yet, so I run not thinking about why I just left the
warm bed and soft sleep for ice and dark and cold. In another hour I’ll remember that it
feels good to run at the start of the day, and I’ll be glad I left the warm once I’m back
inside again, but for now I concentrate on motion.
For protection against the cold I wear wool socks and liners, running shoes,
polypropylene tops and bottoms, running tights and wind pants, and two more polyester
shirts beneath a fleece jacket, then my light gloves beneath my heavy mittens, and my
facemask and hat. No matter how many layers I put on my hands, they are cold at first.
Cold so that they freeze into hard fists as I try to keep my fingertips alive. But that’s only
at first, and soon, no matter how cold it is, they’ll warm and I’ll be comfortable, and then
they’ll start sweating and sweating, so I’ll take my gloves off for a moment, holding them
with each bare hand as I run, until the painful cold comes back and I put them back inside
where they’re hot and damp again. I can be warm for a while if I keep moving, but I must
be careful not to let anything stay uncovered for too long.
I pull breath in through a facemask that dulls the cold air enough that I can fill my
lungs deeply without coughing. With each exhale, warm breath floats past my eyes, the
only uncovered part of my body, and I continually brush away chunks of ice that cling to
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my eyelashes so they don’t freeze shut. The layers accumulate and sometimes I have to
take both gloves off and pick at my eyelashes to clear them, then quickly slide the
exposed hands back inside. If ever I happen to stop for a moment, steam hisses off my
damp clothes, they freeze quickly, and the cold gets in.
I run down the back roads to avoid traffic. In the dark along narrow roads made
narrower by banks of snow, the cars speed by too close, so I flee to the untraveled side
roads where little moves around until it gets light. I move first along the small loop
behind my cabin, where thick nests of birch trees beside the road thin the sky overhead to
a sliver, each thin branch balancing a ridge of snow in the still air like a precious secret,
careful not to let it slip. Thousands of branches line the road and their whiteness is so
sharp beneath the gray-black sky and against the shadows that I forget I ever knew color.
Then I run along the road that traverses the top of the hill, where on a clear day I can see
the far mountains. But there is no light to see the mountains yet, and I see just the circle
beneath my headlamp. I find a rut in the snow-covered road carved by the tire of a heavy
truck and follow it where the footing is solid and I don’t drift through unpacked snow,
and my foot falls are a shush that floats along the tide of quiet. Occasionally a car drives
by, slowly along the ice. For a moment, it picks me up in its headlights and steers away,
giving me a wide berth along the empty street. Then along comes the car with the
halogen lights. I’ve seen it twice now at about this time in the morning, coming down the
hill and turning left at the bottom. It always turns off the high beams to pass, then puts
them back up when it’s gone by, a small indication that I have been seen, though the cars
don’t bring the feel of human presence.

Two dogs live in the house on the comer and every day I hear them rustle when I
approach, chains jingling as they run to the fence. When they see me, they start barking
until I’m past, then they jingle back to their boxes under the porch. One dog along here
runs out into the road and stands barking, always keeping his distance and never straying
far from the edge of his driveway, then running back to his yard when I’m gone. I
wonder if their owners know what they are barking at—a ghost against the gray that
hurries by.
At the bottom of the long hill I turn left, then cross the main road again before
looping back up to my cabin. Down off the hill the air is sharper, and my face and the
backs of my legs start to freeze. They’ll only get colder the longer I stay out, but I’ll be
home soon. Down here I run through ice fog, the exhaust from cars trapped in the layer
of coldest air that sits in the low areas around town. It wafts underneath the halo of the
streetlights, and I remember that it’s silly to be out running around when the city is an
unvented garage full of idling cars, though that doesn’t stop me.
The loop could be four miles, it could be six. I have no idea how long I run when
it’s this cold, and it doesn’t matter. I’ll never be able to go very fast, not with all the
clothes and cold muscles, but I care only that I’ve been outside and gone around the loop.
It’s not running itself that drives me outside because the running isn’t enough to do that.
This isn’t the easiest type of exercise, and it isn’t for serious training; if I wanted to hit
some fast miles and worry about pace, I’d move inside and circle and circle and circle the
track, eight laps to a mile, watching my shadow spiral around my feet beneath fluorescent
lights, watching my reflection from the dark windows because that’s the only thing to

look at, glancing at my watch every thirty seconds because time is the only thing to think
about. And when my allotted time expired, I’d flee the gym like a child freed from the
dull repetition of school, eager to see what I’d missed of the day, blinking in the daylight
and coughing in the cold air.
As I run up the road that leads back to my house, the sky begins to take on color
and creep into the shadows between the trees, reminding me of the world that exists when
I’m not there to watch. I feel good breathing deeply in the open because the air is not
gentle, and not stagnant. Everyone runs outside when the sun is shining, the air warm,
and the streets dry. I run now, when the outside doesn’t welcome, yet doesn’t turn me
away either. It says, simply, suit yourself, with no offer of comfort. But I don’t need
comfort. I need discomfort.
When I start out, I’m moving around and the blood is circulating, but to move in
the cold requires more of my body and my mind than simply getting out of bed requires.
At first my fingers freeze and my breath comes in gasps and my thoughts are syrup-slow.
But I let my body hurt. I let it die in the cold, because when I force it to move, warm
blood rushes back to every far comer with urgency that can’t be mustered by a cup of
coffee. First my fingers are reborn warm and ready for the cold, then my toes, then my
lungs, and then at some point when I’m running I’ll forget about the heavy clothes and I’ll
feel light and strong. My pulse finds a rhythm it can maintain for hours, my muscles
move freely in spite of the temperature without complaining, the cold air swirls at the
back of my lungs without choking me, and now I’m more alive than I ever knew I could

be, and for a moment I feel like I could run forever through birch trees along snowpacked roads with the sun red-rimmed and tipping the world into new day.
Occasionally I’ll see someone on a bike, perhaps a man stuffed into a huge coat,
arms deep inside muffs, with a beard that covers his entire face, and we’ll both nod as we
pass. It’s not a conciliatory gesture but one of recognition, the eye contact shared when
passing along an inside joke, because he understands why I’m out running and I know
why he’s on his bike now.
I pick up the pace just a bit along the last curve before my driveway, trotting
around the comer, looking up at the sky and the light onrushing. When I slow to a walk
near my house to revel in the fleeting invincibility brought on by my labor, the cold coils
and snaps and hurries me up the path. I push open the heavy front door and squeeze
inside, and the warm air that has been waiting slides under my skin. Not until I’m safely
inside and the door is latched do I start peeling off damp gloves and shirts and shoes and
pants, layers and layers, until I can see the shape of my body again and remember what
my skin looks like.
Later I’ll drive to work and dash from the car to the building, and I’ll stay inside
all day gazing out through tinted windows. From one window I can see the tree-covered
hill where I live, and I’ll watch the long morning shadows work across the hill, then the
slant light of evening, and by the time I come home the world will be dark again, waiting
for morning.

The husband considered my question. Was he sure the person they saw out
running was a man? He leaned back in the chair and his eyes darted up to the ceiling, his
hands clasped on the knee of a crossed leg. “Probably, but you would never know with
all the clothes on,” he said.
“Was he running to get somewhere or just running to run?” I asked. Maybe they
wouldn’t know the difference.
“Oh he was running just to run,” the husband said confidently. “And anyone
who’s outside in this weather, just for exercise, has got to be crazy.”
I smiled and nodded and sipped my drink and recrossed my legs under the table.
The black dog ran over to me and licked my hand. We watched the dog, waiting in
silence for a new direction to the conversation.
“Are you still running these days?” the wife asked me. She sat down next to me
at the table.
“Yeah,” I said, my inflection rising, hesitating about what to say next.
“Not outside...” the husband smiled, about to laugh, waiting for me to cut in. He
paused and waited.
“Of course not.” I affected disdain and smiled, and then we ate dinner.

Empty and Sharp
My teammate walks over to the bleachers where I’m sitting, so I stand, pull on a
blue and red stocking cap and a pair of gloves, zip up my jacket, and retie my running
shoes. We have precisely an hour before the start of our race — this week it’s the mile —
and our routine fits the window perfectly. Neither of us speaks, but we walk out of the
pavilion together, start our watches, and jog down the street. We move around patches of
ice on the sidewalk and our shadows slide past as we glide under streetlights.
Some runners have found a long hallway to jog down, or warm up by circling the
concourse of an adjacent and empty basketball arena. They remain inside where the light
never changes and the air holds steady at room temperature. I go outside into the stillness
of this university campus in Iowa in early February. Here in the dark, for the two miles
we’re away from the track, the idea of racing remains distant and abstract, a thing alive
only inside my head.
We run past buildings empty for the weekend, and I hear my slow, even breathing,
the swish of our jackets, and our footsteps striking the frozen concrete. My teammate
looks to her own thoughts, so I don’t say anything. I try to avoid thinking about the race
because it will come soon enough with or without my attention, but I can’t help thinking
about the race. Once it starts, its existence will be all I know. Until then, thinking on it
brings as much tension as the effort itself, and I want to save my energy and emotion.
Adrenaline courses away from my stomach, out to my fingertips, and up the back of my
neck. Anticipation of the pain that always accompanies the effort of racing tenses my
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shoulders into knots. I can never quite recall the full intensity of the pain, and though
I’ve traveled through it a hundred times before, I still wonder if I can endure it today.
Now is not the time for pondering what brings me to compete in the first place.
Those thoughts come frequently, daily, and I don’t always have a satisfying answer,
except to say that without the training and the racing, which force me to draw on the hardto-reach parts of myself, I would feel dusty and unexplored. In those crannies I find
things I didn’t know I had, some of which I want to keep and others I need to get rid of.
Racing flushes out the deep places I can’t get to otherwise and floats everything into light.
The pain required to get to the deep places is immense, but I never want to miss the
experience because without that harsh cleaning, I would slowly fill with gunk, clogged
with disuse.
The muscles in my legs start to loosen as I run. I feel rested and strong, but I
don’t know if my mind is ready. No matter how fit I am, I can still sabotage the best
opportunities by doubt, by refusal to run through the pain, by backing down when it
becomes too much, by letting myself give in even after I’ve spent years preparing my
body not to give in. The inspiration of competition has the potential to pull from me
greater effort than I could ever muster under my own momentum, but when I arrive at the
point, as I do in every race, where I must suppress my rational doubts and ignore the pain
in order to keep going, I sometimes surrender instead: it hurts; I back off. The pace
seems too fast; I slow down. These people are faster than me; I stay behind them. I
spend these private moments before a race searching for a way to ensure that my mind
won’t make the wrong decision in a moment when I’m too tired to fight against it, the

precise moment when I need all my nerve to keep fighting. I have no way of steeling my
mind absolutely, so I simply hope and wait and grow more nervous.
Side by side, we come back around and into the parking lot. From the outside, the
pavilion that houses1he indoor track appears calm. The blank, windowless facade reveals
nothing about what’s going on inside, about the spectrum of emotion and the intensity of
effort.
Inside, the glare and the din of the track meet continue as they did when we left
fifteen minutes before. At an indoor meet, the light and noise and heat cannot escape the
building, so they pool down on the track and ferment, growing potent as the day
progresses, smelling vaguely of stale sweat. I step through the doorway into the
cavernous, fluorescent-lit space and feel at once a tightness in my chest as my breathing
becomes quick and shallow. Now that I’m inside the race becomes a tangible thing I can
taste, and it rolls around in my mouth like a ball of tinfoil. Even in the lulls between
events, the pulse of noise remains steady, the slough of hundreds of people milling
around, talking, cheering, running, sprinting, stretching; pole vaulters discussing the
intricacies of strategy and technique in murmuring voices; the full-body roar of a thrower
launching the hammer; the pounding and stomping of the crowd as a jumper accelerates
down the runway.
I discard my hat, gloves, and jacket in a pile within the ring of the track, hoping
I’ll remember to collect them later. We sit and stretch. My muscles, now warm, respond
easily. For a brief moment the sitting relieves me of the physical act of preparing to race.
I extend my right leg, lean over it, and wrap the fingertips of both hands around the toe of

my shoe, feeling my hamstring resist at first, then stretch. I hold this position for half a
minute, leaning farther as the muscle loosens.
Coach Clark walks over and squats beside me during a break between other
running events. “Be sure to get out quick to the first curve,” he tells me, “then settle in
and relax, and with a few laps to go, if you have anything left, don’t hold back.” He says
this before every race and the routine is comforting.
“You should try to stay with the Missouri runner, and don’t worry about the
Minnesota girls because you can run with them. Let them pull you along, and when they
make their move at the end, you’ll be there with them, and then anything can happen.”
I nod, letting go of my right foot now and extending my left.
He shows me his clipboard, where he’s scribbled numbers across a scrap of paper:
his projected split times for me for every 200-meter interval of the mile, which is twothirds of a lap on this over-sized indoor track. Five laps. I scan the numbers and try to
remember some of them. I might be able to recall the first one during the race if I hear
the timer calling the splits as I run by. I calculate instantly how to run the pace he has
indicated because we practice its tempo often. It calls for a finish well under five
minutes, and I don’t know if I can hold the pace long, but I nod again to show that I’m
listening. He falls silent, and I have yet to say anything, so he pats me on the back and
wanders away.
Done stretching, my muscles wait. I pull off my long-sleeve T-shirt, warm-up
pants, and running shoes. Now the intensity increases again. I pull my racing shoes onto
my feet. They have just a thin sole to hold the metal spikes under the front half of my

foot. The low heel pushes my stride forward onto my toes and I feel fast. I lace them
tight, tie them in a double knot, then stand and take a few exaggerated bounds toward the
track, realizing the new sensation of ground beneath me, no longer mediated by thick
shoes. I step onto the track and curl my toes.
From a walk, I move into a jog, and then take off, striding down the outside edge
of the straight away from the finish line. The spikes hold fast to the soft surface. I slow
down into the curve and stop, bouncing a few times on my toes and feeling my calves flex
and relax. Other racers sprint by, performing a similar warm-up. As I sprint I feel
stronger and faster and ready. My body knows for sure that something drastic approaches
because the clues are the same every race: those hard strides around the track. I take off
again and for a moment push as hard as I can into top speed before pulling back and
slowing to a walk. My body is ready to respond, fully alert, all senses completely
engaged, pulse pounding, blood coursing, neurons firing, synapses poised.
Sweat drips down my back and I pull off the last layers of extra clothing, finally
down to the shorts and the singlet, in University of Kansas red and blue. I do another
stride, now released from the damp weight, and I fly. Every part of my body moves
together with absolute precision when I run hard. Every muscle in my leg contracts and
extends in order, creating the cycle of a step, a thing known innately by every human. My
lungs pull in the air that fuels the cells of my muscles with oxygen carried by the blood
pushed through my body by the strong pumping of my heart. As much as I dread the
intense pain of racing, satisfaction comes from it that’s more lasting than the pain, which
is sharper but fades. I cannot reconcile the dread and desire because they both pull on me
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equally, and I gave up trying long ago. When I run I do the thing I was created to do, and
knowing and acting my purpose brings joy. I have to smile, but instead try to look serious
as I head to the starting line. Sometimes I smile anyway because I can’t help it, because
I’m in the right place.
I also feel naked out on the track; more than naked. In the test to follow, I will be
compared in absolute terms with the others in the race, and with my own past efforts, to
determine without ambiguity how strong and fast I am. No referees to blame, no
technique or skills to defer to. A simple test. Whoever covers a mile the fastest wins.
Only one person wins, but external accolades aren’t the only measure of the worth of the
effort. After looking at the names on the start list, I know that in the end I won’t have
enough to best the best in the field, but I step out there because the attempt pulls from me,
for myself, a more complete realization of who I am.
But this opening up of myself also hurts because it strips me of pretense and
display. I need all my strength and will and desire to run faster than I have before,
requiring a total exposure of my physical, mental and emotional self, in all its frailty. I
must commit deeply to the race or I won’t be able to force my body to the point where it
breaks. In the depths of the race, when I’m too far in to pull out before the end, I truly
face myself. I don’t always know what I’ll find, but I can’t turn away. At times I’m
relieved at what I find. I do care; I do fight, and I am strong. I find the force of will
needed to pull forth an honest effort, free of excuses, and when I finish I can be satisfied.
Sometimes what I find is ugly: I’m soft and whiny, wanting to shirk the pain and
give up. I bow under the pressure and coast into the finish; I let the doubt creep in and
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take over until I have no chance to really compete. The result is disastrous, the product of
a weak-willed runner. Then I make excuses because I’m not happy with the result,
ignoring what it was inside me that brought it on. When things don’t go as I imagine they
should, I search for something to blame, dwelling in self-centered misery about an event
that matters far less than the importance I give it. These weaknesses might never
manifest themselves outwardly, but they are a very real part of me, a part of me that’s
easy to forge about.
The starter calls the dozen or so athletes to the line and we bunch up around him.
I ignore the nervous small talk as we sort ourselves into our assigned lanes. We step back
from the starting line and wait. I shrug my shoulders, relax them, then nervously shake
my arms. At the first whistle, we jog forward to the line. I put the toe of my right foot
just behind it and not on it, staring at a small slice of track below. Today it’s red with
white stripes. Some days it’s blue or black, or maybe cream with blue stripes. I study the
tiny undulations on the surface. I hear nothing now, listening only for the starter’s gun.
The moment just before it releases us to our race is an interminable instant. My thoughts
slip away to far off places and I imagine mountains, or think about a book I’ve been
reading. I feel the weight of the trial, but savor this pause before it’s upon me.
I wait until the gun sounds before looking up, and then in a single gulp take in the
first curve, the surge of people, the high glare of the lights, the yells that begin with the
gun, the pounding of feet as we power forward and fight for position, and the quiet voice
inside my own head that sounds the loudest, reacting calmly to the excitement and
directing my pace. I dart forward into the race and we round the first curve pushing and

elbowing. I’m swimming in a crowd of people all moving with the same purpose and
destination, yet all fighting each other. A runner brushes me, wiping sweat across my
upper arm. As I run, it mixes with my own.
The act of running is so much a part of me that I don’t need to tell myself to start.
Automatically I fall into the motion, not even sure how. My breathing joins rhythm with
my footsteps, and my arms naturally push back and forth opposite my feet. In the early
stage of the race, when running quickly is easy and sure, I breathe in twice and out once,
each corresponding to a footfall. We’re bunched in tight, spiked shoes grazing my shins,
shoulders bumping. I can’t think beyond being in this swarm of people, but I don’t feel
out of place where I am, doing what I’m doing. The words that I try to place around the
feelings that come into my head in these times are weak and incomplete: good, natural,
right. But when I try to imagine what these vague words mean, where they belong across
my experience as a person, their shapes fit the moments thick within competition where
my thoughts don’t always find words.
We move around the top of the track and down the back straightaway, then around
the bottom curve, rolling down the homestretch towards the finish line. I hear the timer
call out splits, counting the seconds out loud as we cruise by, and then a split second later
I hear my coach yelling. After years of racing I’ve trained my ear to pick out his voice
from the echoing din. He yells more numbers and tells me I’m right on schedule.
Now we start to spread out as the front-runners drift ahead and the slow ones fall
off. I recognize the girl up front by the back of her head and the swing of her hair and the
way she holds her shoulders. Her slow times are quicker than the times I dream about

running, and I know that she’ll run faster today than I ever will. Just in front of me is a
Minnesota girl, tall and blonde, and I can’t see around or over her, so I stare at the gopher
logo in the middle of her back, right at my eye level. Minnesota sometimes recruits the
foreign athletes, so I wonder if she’s from another country, and as I do I move evenly with
her speed, my stride shorter and quicker than hers. She pulls me along. Just behind me
someone sits on my shoulder and I hear her breathing in my ear. She sounds slightly
raspy, like she’s working too hard already, so I think about pushing just slightly to try and
shake her off. But then she’s gone, fallen a few strides behind, and I never hear from her
again. Someone else charges past me and around our little group, in a black uniform,
maybe Colorado or Missouri, but I’ll never know. This move breaks our pack apart, so I
speed up and move around the Minnesota runner in front of me. She’s anchored to her
pace and can’t respond to my challenge, and I’m beside her and then in front of her and
then I never see her again. Later, after the race, I’ll turn around to see who finishes
behind me and there she is, right behind me the entire time.
I hear my coach again, yelling splits, and I’m a few tenths of a second slower but
still steady. He tells me to lower my shoulders, which are tight and tense; I obey. I see
the outer edge of the track in the comer of my field of vision as we turn into the bank of
the curve, and from the blur of people I pick out my coach’s shape by the forward hunch,
baseball cap, jeans, heavy glasses, one hand holding a stopwatch, a clipboard dangling
from the other, and then we are past and the image disappears. Someone yells my name
and my thoughts grasp at the sound and linger for a moment, but then it’s gone. My mind
fills with shapes and movement, constantly making judgments based on the shifting
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stream of sensory information. Every time my foot hits the ground, I receive a flood of
messages about speed and pace and balance and movement and location and angle, and
my body reacts instantly and expertly to keep moving. A thrum of gray sound tangles my
thoughts. People lining both sides of the track form a tunnel of shapes and color. I hear
my name again and struggle to place a person with the voice. Far away, I feel my feet
pounding on the ground, my heel landing an instant before my balance rolls forward to
the ball of my foot, a force many times my own weight pressing across my arch and onto
my toes, and then my leg pulling forward again and again and again. An ache in my left
hip, accrued during the hours and miles leading to this tiny pocket of a race, has been lost
in the river of adrenaline and endorphins that course through my blood. In front of me the
calf muscles of the next racer contract and relax with her footfalls upon the ground. Her
head bobs steadily up and down, her neck tense. I know my own arms are pumping back
and forth but I can feel them only distantly. I’m alert for the first sign of fatigue, for it
will come soon. Once the body starts to revolt, the race changes. For the moment
everything is smooth and strong and I clip along with a steady rhythm, my pace for this
single mile the product of thousands of previous miles.
We hit the halfway mark. It’s been less than two and a half minutes, but the sheer
volume of sensation and thought accumulated in that time stretches that interval into
eternity past in my mind, and the remaining half mile stretches beyond the horizon to the
front. I can’t see the end and my arrival at that point feels uncertain. The idea of being
out of the present is so far away and abstract that I can’t imagine what it will look when I
am, so for now I think about lap three, and the girl immediately in front and her choppy

stride. I know I can catch her, so I push just slightly faster and I’m in front of her and
now I have space to look ahead and decide if I can pass someone else, all the time moving
at a pace just shy of full speed.
With this latest acceleration I feel a slight strain in maintaining the rhythm, the
slightest sensation of being out of breath. My coach’s voice drifts through the air, but I
don’t put forth the effort to discern his words, instead letting the noise pass in and
through my mind and then out again. And then I start to feel it for certain, a tiny
sensation of all-is-not-right. I don’t notice it right away, until it sneaks up and whispers, I
am hurting now. It comes first from the legs, where my spent muscles gasp for oxygen.
They will hurt tomorrow if I ever make it to that incomprehensible point, but I can’t
imagine time and space outside the blur of the lane lines and the slow ticking of seconds.
Now I’ll find out how far I can push my muscles past the point when my body
screams for mercy, and how long it will obey without mutiny. I see someone in front of
me again. She drifts back to me, or I drift forward to her, but then she realizes I’m
challenging her and she snaps to attention and refuses to let me by, instead sharpening her
pace, stiffening her back in the process and spurting ahead a few steps. I can wait. I
declare to myself that she will break first since I already see it in her; I see her hurting in
the way she slightly tenses her shoulders and nods her head with each step as if her
breathing comes with difficulty. Then I remember that I’m hurting too. But I decide,
without evidence or reason, that I can be stronger than her, so I trail just behind. She
knows I’m there and that if she softens I’ll be past her, but I can wait. I’m confident that
we have time, though I can’t remember how much. From my angle almost beside but just

behind her I glimpse her stolid face, which reveals her concentration, but nothing of what
pain she feels or what thoughts torment her, and I wonder if my face offers the same
impasse to my roiling interior.
Together we pass the finish line again and I see that we have two laps to go, a
realization that stabs my gut so my breath catches. Two laps is eternal, an impossible
distance, and a shrill faction of my mind doesn’t think I can even keep running that much
longer let alone maintain this pace. I must fight down this panic so my thoughts grope for
a weapon. I tell myself it won’t last forever; it will be over someday, maybe not soon, but
someday, and the words are empty. The shrill part of me sees through the insistence to
the doubt behind, but the words are enough to keep a full-blown revolt at bay for now,
until two-laps-to-go is out of sight and we’re together on the back straight.
Meanwhile, my legs are still working, still churning forward, though I’m running
now through deep sand. Without knowing it I’ve shifted my breathing to one breath in,
one breath out. My mouth is sticky and my breathing raspy, still controlled, but strained.
I can’t feel my arms at all except a vague numbness in my fingertips, a sign that blood is
circulating less there and being diverted to other places, perhaps the legs and the lungs. I
remember my form and concentrate on lifting my heavy legs and running tall — toes up,
head up, hips forward, shoulders down, arms pulling — and for a few strides I shake off
the sloppy stagger I had drifted into.
Again I hear my coach shrieking, his voice cracking. Even as I run now at top
speed my pace slows a fraction of a second per lap, then a full second, then three. But
I’m pushing harder now than I’ve been pushing the entire race, harder than I can ever

push in practice. In the intoxication of competition, because of this stranger just in front,
I can run through the sensation of muscle ripping from bone that courses up from my
legs, the sandpaper scouring the inside of my lungs and throat, and the heavy throbbing in
my fingertips and toes. I suppress a moment of nausea that bubbles to the back of my
mouth and refocus on the runner still close enough that I can tap her shoulder.
By this point in the race my movements are less fluid and more forced, though
only someone who has seen me run dozens of times would sense the difference and be
able to intuit the pain it implies. My face is still set with the stare I had at the start. It
would be so easy to ease up slightly and fall back just a little. The pain would become
bearable. Finishing the race would become something to count on instead of fantasy to
cling to. The idea floats by and I’m tempted. I reach for it, but catch myself and watch it
slide away because it would mean letting go of the runner just in front and we’ve come
too far together for her to slip away now.
This introspection takes a fraction of a second and then I’m back to the fierce
present. I’m still here, my feet pounding across the track. I keep going in spite of my
body even as I beg my body to keep me going. I’ve lost count of laps and time and am
running through waist-high water, clinging desperately to the runner in front of me.
Lucid thoughts come rarely, replaced by instinctual reactions to the sensations around me.
Speed up, go with her, don’t stop. Then I hear the bell at the finish line. The leader of
the race has one lap remaining. Back at the bottom curve I’m a dozen seconds behind,
which means I have no chance of catching her. I don’t care because winning was never a
consideration, but I’m envious because she’ll be done sooner.

In the midst of the physical pain are the other competitors pulling and pushing and
keeping me upright, the props I rage against to push myself. Somehow, during the last
lap, my whole purpose shrinks to catching the runner in front of me, the one I want to be
stronger than. If anything exists at all beyond the finish line I can’t remember what it
could be. She still fights me off though I’ve been trailing her for laps now. My muscles
pull into tight coils. I ask my body to move faster and it doesn’t respond, but I keep
asking and pushing; I am empty. Get to the finish line. I move forward under momentum
that must be my own, though I’m not sure how, and the last lap takes hours. We come
around the curve onto the last straightaway and she’s a stride ahead. I can still reach
forward and touch her, but finally I see that I’m helpless and the short distance is too
much. She has more speed in these closing meters and she powers away, and I stumble in
behind her.
I slow to a stop and drop my hands to my knees, gulping and choking on air. My
head throbs as I try to wrap my mind around the doneness of the ordeal. This is the worst
moment, now that I can more fully absorb the pain without distraction. Someone pushes
a cup of water into my hand and it holds all my attention because I’m too tired to look
away. I clutch it tightly, afraid I will drop it. I wander off the track wondering where I
put my clothes, trying to remember back to that distant time when I took them off and set
them somewhere. Twice I stop to let the spinning settle, then see my clothes and lie
down beside them on my back, too tired to take off my spikes, still holding the cup
carefully. I am desperately thirsty but the water repulses me. The Astroturf scratches at
my bare arms and legs.

The last few minutes are a blur and I can’t comprehend much of them until later,
after the thoughts cool and solidity. For now there is too much confusion and exhaustion
to recall anything with clarity. I can pull nothing from my memory but a muddle of
shapes and feelings without words, but I know Fra satisfied. When I’m this tired I can’t
lie to myself, and there was nothing in me today that I didn’t draw on. Nothing hidden
away that I held back. This doesn’t happen every race. Sometimes I know without
admitting it that there was an instant when I let up against the pain and pressure, and the
end result, no matter how fast, is tainted by this secret.
It’s never a very tangible thing, that knowing. But it creeps into my thoughts as a
shadow, a tinge of color slightly off, slightly darker. The flavor of barely burned food. It
renders the memory of that race just a bit unsettled, but never enough that I can’t
successfully ignore the discomfort if I don’t delve too deeply. The only time ignoring
doesn’t work is just after the race, when my mind is too full and too tired to push things
back and pull other things forward. Everything wells to the front with equal weight, and
when I sift through my thoughts and try to put them away, I inevitably come across that
bother that I must look at before I can stow it back in its hiding place.
Today, however, I was successful, and I shut my eyes for a moment to let that
realization settle. It seeps into the empty places drained by the effort, fills them, and I can
rest.
Once I can sit up, after I can put my jacket on, I walk back to my team and
entertain a stream of congratulations. Most of my teammates don’t yet know whether I m
happy with the race, but the sentiment from them is real because it’s over and I’ve

finished, and sometimes that’s the best thing about the whole experience. I still have no
idea how fast I ran or where I placed. A handful of people finished ahead of me, most
were behind me, and beyond that I have to wait for the official results.
I finally force myself to take a sip of water, then toss the nearly full cup into the
trash. I pull on my hat and gloves, tie my shoes, and shuffle outside to cool down. The
door slams, shutting out the intensity inside, and I’m suddenly alone in the quiet, moving
slowly across the dark parking lot, and if anyone were to see me they might imagine I was
out to get some exercise on a Saturday night.
Later I’ll scan the results and pick out my name from the list, hidden somewhere
in the middle. I’ll find my time, a fraction of a second under five minutes, and it’s faster
than I’ve run before for that distance, which means it’s perhaps faster than I’ll ever run
again. My time is one of hundreds of marks compiled that day, and once the meet ends it
loses all significance to anyone else; for me it resonates loudly for weeks as I return to
training and agonize about how I might be able to run faster. I let the number burrow
inside me. I ponder it down to the hundredth of a second: inches. It remains a fixture
inside my head, over months fading only slightly in its sharpness.

Young Intern
The young intern was an hour and a half late the first day, but no one in the
newsroom seemed to care. She walked in feeling flustered and sweaty, not to mention
uncomfortable in her new tan slacks. She wasn’t sure about the slacks, but they would
have to do. In her quiet, unassuming way, she explained that the directions the managing
editor had given her were confusing.
“He always gives crappy directions. It’s totally his fault,” the editor said of the
managing editor, looking at him and grinning. The editor was short and turning gray and
wore ties with pink in them.
The editor and the other reporters laughed at the managing editor, who poked his
head over his computer screen with a questioning look when he heard his name, which
had the effect of making him look like someone who gives terrible directions. The
reporters and editors often ganged up on one another in mockery, the young intern would
learn, no one immune and the teams constantly shifting, like some sort of complex social
ritual to establish dominance and avoid actual confrontation behind a guise of humor.
She didn’t realize this then; all she knew was that everyone was making fun of the
managing editor.
The managing editor spun from side to side in his office chair at his cubicle.
“Well,” he shot back, not quite laughing with everyone else, “she got here!”
Perhaps that wasn’t exactly what he said, but when later remembering these
things, the young intern knew that his reply had been snippy, and not funny, though she

suspected he wasn’t trying to be funny because he was annoyed. But she wasn’t laughing
either because she was too nervous.
•

The young intern wasn’t sure she would be good at this summer internship as a
reporter at a weekly business journal, but the editor reassured her.
“I hired you,” he told her the first day, as he led her on a tour of the office,
“because you run on the track team, and I know that runners have excellent work ethics.”
Plenty of runners she knew did not have excellent work ethics, had very
substandard work ethics, actually. The editor also confessed to her that he wished he
could have run when he was in college, like the young intern was doing presently, but he
was never fast enough. She wasn’t very perceptive or self-aware, which she didn’t yet
realize, so even though his statements gave her a vague sense of distance from him, she
wasn’t sure why. Later, after mulling that vague sense of distance, she would come to
realize that he had hired her because she was a collegiate runner, something he had
aspired to once in his life and had not achieved. Perhaps his understanding of the
characteristics of runners, which he attributed to her, was tainted by his unfulfilled
ambition. Had she suspected this upon starting the job, it would have heightened her
feeling of not quite fitting in, so it’s probably best that she didn’t. He was right about her
though. She fit the stereotype.
She had her own cubicle, which made her feel rather professional, though it
wasn’t one of the good cubicles that looked out a window at another building. Her
computer faced the aisle that the editors walked along to get to their own larger cubicles.

Sometimes she had to minimize her screen when they passed by so they wouldn’t see her
on the Internet not working. But don’t let that confuse you; she did in fact have an
excellent work ethic, as the editor trusted that she did because she was a runner and
runners work hard.
Her cubicle had a desk, and one of the first things she did was throw out all the
old papers and trash left behind. She had a few notepads and pens to put in the desk, but
the drawers seemed awfully empty, and she never was able to accumulate enough clutter
so that her desk looked like everyone around her, even when she organized all her notes
into deliberately haphazard piles.
Matt, another reporter, sat facing her on the other side of the cubicle partition, and
Steve sat beside him. They were both youngish, which to the young intern meant they
were less than or around thirty, though she had no real perception of age between her
peers and her parents except that everyone was mired in a soupy post-collegiate
demographic, a demographic that intimidated her mainly because she was not part of it.
She imagined that people in such a demographic, because they were older, had an
understanding of the world and their place in it that she did not. Later, when she entered
that demographic herself and no understanding of the world and her place in it suddenly
appeared, she began to see that she wasn’t missing out on something that everyone else
knew, which relaxed her considerably. But that happened later.
Matt and Steve made jokes and complained and gossiped back and forth all day
when they weren’t on the phone or writing or playing computer golf. She listened and
laughed along but never got up the courage to join in with the joking and complaining.

She was certainly funny, but she also felt self-conscious about working her brand of
humor into the rotation and didn’t want to risk a failed joke.
“Did you go running this morning?” Matt asked her one day, his voice rising
from the other side of the partition. She never saw him though she listened to his voice
all day long. They all knew she ran on the college team because the editor had told
everyone.
“Yeah,” the young intern replied carefully.
“How far?”
She paused to think. “Six miles.” She had really gone nine that particular
morning. Though it was summer, she was in training for the upcoming fall cross country
season.
“Six miles! You got up early to run six miles!” She couldn’t see his face but she
knew the expression; she had seen it before. “I couldn’t run six miles if a bear was
chasing me!”
Steve joined in. “I only run as far as the refrigerator and back, and only if I’m
trying to get back to the TV before the commercials are over!” They laughed at
themselves, and from then on the young intern said she ran four miles.
•

Sometimes the reporters went for lunch together. The young intern was careful
about what she ate because she was in training, trying not to overdo the junk food, and the
others noticed it.

“Do you ever drink beer?” Matt asked her one day, his elbows propped on the
table and his shirt sleeves rolled up, as was his habit. Steve sat beside him looking at her.
Matt talked a lot. She didn’t like the taste of beer, and it wasn’t the best thing she could
drink as a runner, so it was easy to avoid.
“I don’t like the taste of beer,” she said.
Matt had his mouth full with a bean burrito, or maybe it was a fajita. Whatever it
was, it would have been hot and cheap and greasy, the best kind of Mexican. There were
some excellent Mexican restaurants in the city, which the young intern would miss later
in life when she moved to Alaska.
“What!” Matt said with his mouth full, holding his burrito or fajita just next to his
mouth, “You don’t drink beer! Are you too good for beer? You runners! I’ll never
understand you.”
If this were fiction, perhaps Matt would have spewed a small bit of food onto the
young intern’s face as he said this, but it’s not and he didn’t.
As she watched him talk, though, the young intern imagined Matt spewing a small
bit of food onto her face. The way he chewed allowed her constant glimpses inside his
mouth, where meats and cheeses and sour cream and salsa roiled in a mash like socks in a
dryer. She probably stared impolitely while he talked, so such a fate would be exactly
what she deserved.
Stephen chimed in. “Yeah,” he said. “You always eat healthy food. What is with
that?”

Perhaps their speech patterns were not nearly so stilted in real life, but the young
intern, when later writing things down, was working from memory. She didn’t want to
argue the virtues of a diet without beer and Twinkies, the items that fascinated them the
most, so she shrugged as if to concede their views and smiled to end the discussion, and
everyone went back to eating.
•

One day the editor had the idea that the young intern should write a story about
the guys outside the building by the street who had a lunch wagon. He thought it was a
clever idea. A profile. Steve and Matt and another reporter who fit into the same
youngish clique, who shall be known as Ryan, whose name the young intern later in life
couldn’t remember, thought it was a dumb idea. So did the managing editor. Maybe it
was a dumb idea. Probably worse than the time he sent her down to lurk around the
headquarters of the largest company in the city to find an employee to talk about the
company’s plummeting stock, which the employees had all been warned not to talk about.
She had, of course, willingly complied and done her best to lurk, though without success.
The guys with the lunch wagon smiled broadly at most of the things she said. The
young intern liked talking to them and they dropped everything they were doing when she
came by, hopping down from the wagon to the sidewalk and beckoning her inside. She
visited them several times. Afterwards, they offered her lunch.
“You cannot leave here without some food,” one said as the other packed up a bag
for her. “Today’s soup, it is fantastic. You must try some. Have you ever had creme
brulee?” His face looked joyous when he talked about food, the young intern observed,
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and she hated to disappoint him. The other handed her the bag through the window of the
wagon, leaning out over the street so that she had to either take it or make him look
awkward.
The previous fall in journalism school, in her journalism ethics class, the young
intern had learned that it was an ethical breach of a most serious nature to accept a gift
from an interviewee. It violated everything sacred about the ostensible non-bias of the
press. She could have offered to buy the meal, but simple solutions to problems
sometimes eluded her. Her ethics class was far away: an air-conditioned auditorium full
of eager journalism students quibbling over abstract ideals, the lights darkened for the
professor’s overhead projector, the young intern listening quietly to the side.
Here she faced a smiling sous chef squinting against the sun bright in his eyes,
hair damp from the cramped kitchen, the muscles in his forearms twisting as he held out a
bag shaped against the cartons of food within, its odors escaping into the summer air.
She protested weakly by saying she had already eaten, which was a lie.
“No, no,” she said, reaching for the bag thrust at her. Her protests were
transparent. “I’m fine. I’m not hungry.” She always left with food.
The soups were homemade and the sandwiches had curious things on them she
didn’t recognize, and it was all delicious, and she let her then-full stomach assuage
whatever slight guilt she felt. She spoke of the food to no one. However, the young
intern would later write about this incident during graduate school, so perhaps the now
older former intern never resolved this ethical breach with herself, since it’s still vivid in
her memory. The now older former intern has also acquired a fair amount of irony in her

demeanor such that she can look back with a critical eye at her younger self, who lacked
such awareness. The now older former intern tells herself she has left the young intern
behind, discarded like a childhood friend who has become stranger.

Midway through the summer one of the other reporters left, which created an
uproar among Steve and Matt and the guy called Ryan. As a group led by the more vocal
Matt, they didn’t seem to like their jobs much. They wanted to be reporters, and they
didn’t want to leave the city, but they didn’t want to work for the big daily newspaper in
town. They didn’t like the big daily. The young intern couldn’t figure out why, but she
wasn’t very perceptive; it seemed like a fine paper to her. Perhaps they were jealous.
They were often derisive of its weekly business section, which occasionally got the news
out before the business journal did. Anyone who could scoop the big daily was a hero.
The reporter who left went to work at a publishing house that put out cute picture
books and calendars of kittens and puppies. After they stopped being jealous of her,
Steve and Matt and the guy called Ryan started making fun of her because they wrote
about serious issues of business, like right-sizing and synergy, and she worked at a place
that published books about kittens and puppies.
“Did you ask her what the puppies are up to over there? Are they being cute?”
Steve asked Matt one day. Steve giggled as he said his joke, in anticipation that it would
be funny.
“Who knows?” Matt replied. “She was too busy cutting and pasting pictures of
kittens to talk to me.” They laughed.

When the reporter quit, the journal was already trying to hire another reporter, so
it was now short by two. This only added to the disgruntlement of Matt and Steve and
Ryan, who felt they had to write extra stories. The young intern got to write a few extra
stories too, because the editors needed copy and they liked her lively, sophisticated
writing.
The managing editor, sensing the disgruntlement brewing among a faction of the
reporters, tried to build morale by instigating an award for the reporter of the week.
“It’s a kudo,” he told them at the weekly meeting, holding up a little plastic
trophy. The young intern had never heard that word used in the singular before. “You
can start collecting them, like the football players at Ohio State collect Buckeyes, those
stickers they put on their helmets.” Matt and Steve and Ryan thought the managing
editor’s kudos were an obvious and desperate attempt to build office morale, which was
true. It didn’t help that the second week of the kudo, he awarded it to the copy editor.
•

One day after work the young intern and Steve and Matt and the guy called Ryan
met up for a drink with the reporter who left, to reminisce fondly about old times at the
office, before there were kudos. The young intern was hungry so she ate some peanuts,
but she wasn’t in the mood for a drink. Cross country season was starting soon, and at
that stage in her life she was overly concerned with little things like avoiding beer and
Twinkies because she was sure that could make her faster. Matt didn’t understand.
“You don’t want a beer?” He liked beer a lot.
“No, I’m good,” the young intern said.

“Why don’t you ever have a beer? What’s wrong with just one! Just drink an
effing beer!” He slammed his fist on the table in mock frustration with an edge of
sincerity, which caused Steve and the guy called Ryan to giggle at him. The reporter who
left sipped her drink calmly. She seemed unflappable and in control, and the young intern
wanted to be like her.
The young intern shrugged and went back to her peanuts because she didn’t know
what to say and hated confrontation. Matt was trying to lose weight, and if the young
intern had given the matter some thought she might have suspected that her fastidiousness
made him feel guilty about his own occasional indulgence, but such scrutiny was beyond
her.
•

During the young intern’s last week, a budget airline based in the city went
bankrupt. The folding of a major business is big news for a business journal. The young
intern had recently purchased a ticket on the airline to fly home, and the realization that
the airline no longer existed and neither did her ticket, even though she had paid for it,
seemed to her a tragedy, though she had known little real tragedy in her life to give that
feeling context.
The editors told her to help out Steve and Matt and the guy called Ryan with their
airline stories.
“Call this economic analyst and get a quote about some possible economic
impact,” Steve said, handing her a business card. She promptly called the analyst, who

was feeling chatty and gave her several good quotes, which she gave to Steve. He
seemed pleased and gave her another task.
“Call some other budget airlines around the country and see if this bankruptcy is
going to affect their service to the city.” He listed a few airlines, the young intern thought
of some more, and she started making calls.
Calling a large company to speak to someone who is allowed to talk to a reporter
and knows what they are talking about is tedious work because large companies are
guarded by thick nests of PR people. The young intern had benign questions to ask and
still she had to leave messages everywhere, while she imagined that the PR people at the
budget airlines were leaning back in big chairs with their feet propped on their desks,
waiting generous intervals before calling her back to make her feel as if they were busy.
The young intern had a habit of making judgments about people she didn’t know, and she
assumed that PR people had no identity apart from their employers so they had to think of
ways to appear important.
Later in life the young intern would take a personality test on the Internet and it
would tell her that she was a duty fulfiller. That is, she was very good at chunking
through laborious tasks, and even found them satisfying. “To chunk” was the verb the
Internet test used. The now older former intern read about the characteristics of her
category, and they described her better than she had ever described herself. Suddenly she
was a type, and she fit somewhere, and that felt good. One in ten people was like her:
serious, quiet, hard working, passive.

The test also gave the now older former intern a glimpse of herself from a new
perspective. Her actions had patterns she had never seen before, not that she should have
seen them because duty fulfillers aren’t adept at analyzing people. But with an awareness
of her tendencies came an awareness of how she related to other people, and she used that
awareness to stop trying to be like everyone else. The test also told her she was likely to
marry an alcoholic and go through repeated cycles of betrayal and forgiveness because of
her timid loyalty, but perhaps that will be a story for another time.
On this day, though she had no personality test to tell her it satisfied her, the
young intern dutifully called airlines all over the country. They each gave her the same
bland quote, something to the effect of, “Well, we’re not sure what affect the budget
airline’s bankruptcy will have on our service to your city.”
During the waning hours of the slow afternoon she took a long break with Matt;
he bought a Twinkie and she bought a diet soda, and she watched his face the whole time
for mockery, or perhaps just to see him notice, but he didn’t. Upon returning to her desk
the young intern saw a light flashing on her phone indicating that she had a message. It
was a PR guy from a budget airline based in Atlanta returning her call. He had news for
her, he told her. She called him back.
“Why yes,” he said. “We are planning to expand our service with a nonstop flight
to the city.”
The young intern was excited.
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“We were keeping a lid on it, but since the budget airline went under, we’re going
forward sooner, and since you’ve asked, now is as good a time as any to make the
announcement. You are the first to know.”
The young intern had big news all of a sudden, and she promptly wrote a little
blurb that went up on the web site before the end of the day, way before the big daily
could ever find out.
“Ha!” said Ryan and Matt and Stephen. “We have scooped the big daily.” Likely
they didn’t speak in unison like that.
The young intern got her name on the article on the front page of that week’s
journal, and newsroom morale was bright for a few days. The managing editor declared
that the team had covered the budget airline bankruptcy story with welcome vigor. And
at the end of that week, the young intern got a kudo for her work. She suspected to
herself that she only got the kudo because she was leaving.
“And I’m not just giving it to you because you’re leaving,” the managing editor
said as he gave it to her. He said the newsroom would miss her, and that she had
exceeded their expectations. The young intern suspected that he only said that because he
suspected that she might suspect that the trophy was because she was leaving. She should
have taken him at his word. Either way, she had a plastic trophy, and she put it in a box.
She wasn’t going to bring the box home, but she did because she was driving and not
flying and had more room in her car. Somewhere during the drive home the trophy broke
in half.

If this were fiction, perhaps the snapping in half of the trophy would be perfect in
its irony because the bankruptcy of the airline caused her to drive, and it was the jostle of
the car that broke the trophy; the symbol of her triumph broken as a result of the thing
that made the triumph possible. But the broken trophy is just a broken trophy, and like all
trophies, it remains a symbol of her triumph.
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Steeplechase
I begged my coach to let me run the 3,000-meter steeplechase. It was a first-time
NCAA event for women the second year I was on the track team at Kansas, and I wanted
in. Before that, only men ran the steeplechase and left the women to run the regular
3,000, which was considerably easier. It wasn’t yet an Olympic event for women, which
didn’t affect me, but now it would be run at nationals and at all the conference meets.
The allure of something before declared off-limits to everyone of my gender by the all
wise NCAA was enormous. It must be really hard, and I couldn’t resist.
On a good day I was an above average 3,000 runner, and I had a modest amount
of coordination, so adding some hurdles could be just what I needed, and the water jump
looked like fun. I saw myself shaking off the ultra-thin, uncoordinated distance runners
with thighs the size of my forearms who plagued the conference, who surely didn’t have
enough muscle mass to survive the hurdles, and running to victory. Perhaps I might win a
medal at the conference meet, something I dared to dream of. I sometimes imagined that
I had prodigious talent for some niche activity that I had not yet stumbled into, perhaps
the steeplechase, unmindful that these things require practice and time to perfect. Later in
life, my status as an elite athlete secured, I would look back on the fortuitous day I tried
some new sport and reminisce about how it changed my life. The steeplechase could be
my event, my calling.
I asked Coach Clark about the steeplechase one day at practice in late winter. “It
never crossed my mind,” he said with a tone that gave me no room for reply. I had
interrupted whatever thoughts he worked on, and for a moment he looked up from his
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clipboard and locked his eyes on something behind me before looking down again. He
rarely disguised his feelings with diplomacy no matter whom he talked to. “Why did this
idea occur to you? Have you even hurdled before?” He was done talking and avoided
eye contact the way he did when his mind had already dismissed the topic at hand.
•

In the steeplechase, runners hurdle four barriers set around the track. Unlike
normal hurdles, which are lightweight aluminum, the width of a single lane, and designed
to fall forward when kicked, the barriers are heavy, three lanes wide, and don’t move.
Hurdlers routinely catch hurdles with their toes or heels as they cross over, especially
when they get tired, which might slow them but won’t stop their forward progress. A
steeplechaser who catches a barrier will maintain forward momentum into the ground,
hoping not to be stepped on by someone coming just behind wearing racing spikes. A
runner can cross the barriers like a hurdle, midstride, not touching, keeping the body low,
or a runner can step over, one foot landing on the barrier, the body upright, the next step
over and on the track again.
At one end of each lap, the runners detour to the water jump, which is a barrier
followed by a sloping pit of water, the deepest part next to the barrier. The best runners
hurdle far enough that they clear most of the water without missing a stride and don’t
even get wet. Others step atop the barrier and leap across the pit, avoiding the deepest of
the water, running up the slope and back onto the track. The faster the runner is going, the
farther she’ll travel over the water, and the shallower the landing.

I’d never tried hurdling, but it didn’t look that hard. I had seen people hurdle
hundreds of times, and I was confident I could make my body move like that. I let the
idea sit with Coach Clark a few days, then asked him again. We were still practicing at
the indoor track and waiting for warmer weather. The sky outside was soggy with gray,
the main ingredient of a Kansas winter. We were surrounded by fifty people running and
hurdling and jumping and pole vaulting and stretching and lifting weights and throwing
medicine balls and shot puts. For as much movement as there was during practice, the
space was quiet. When anyone spoke, voices were low, each athlete concentrating on the
work at hand. Occasionally I heard a clap and then the staccato splat of spikes on track
from the sprinters working with the starting blocks. Or I heard a pole vault bar clang into
the ground when an unsuccessful vaulter kicked the bar off its stand on the way up or the
way down. Sometimes the shot putters would yell into a throw and the unexpected noise
bounced off the walls and ceiling before dying into the Astroturf.
The distance runners had finished their work for the day and we were sitting in a
loose formation stretching and talking intermittently, not saying much to each other.
Face-to-face conversation with Coach Clark was always difficult, so I stood next to him,
arms crossed, and we both watched the men who were going to run the steeplechase that
year go through hurdle drills to practice for the barriers. They walked through a row of
low hurdles set a few steps apart, bringing each foot over the hurdle slowly to isolate
specific muscle groups, letting the hip flexors hold the weight of the leg and push it
forward, twisting their hips in the process and stepping down, already moving the next
foot up. He looked away from them to me. “Why do you want to do the steeplechase?” I
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was having a solid indoor season, especially in the mile, dropping seconds off my
personal best with almost every race, and he couldn’t comprehend the logic involved in
moving away from an event I was just starting to mature into, in favor of a harder one I
had no experience with. We competed the mile indoors, and the equivalent event I would
run outdoors was the 1500 meters, about a hundred meters short of a mile.
I couldn’t articulate what swirled in my mind, but it wasn’t logic. I was a decent
miler, a pretty good 3k runner, and didn’t have enough speed to run anything shorter or
enough patience yet to run anything longer. I had run against the best milers and best 3k
runners, had tasted how far away I was from them, had watched over and over the way
they moved away midrace without effort to start a real push somewhere far ahead where I
could never follow. I thought with a certainty that was deeper than mere cynicism, given
ballast by impatience, that I would always be just a pretty good miler no matter how many
interval workouts I did or miles I ran. Maybe a few hurdles and a water jump were
enough of a gimmick that I could master a new event, and if it was hard, then I would be
tough. I wanted to tty. I was tough.
“I don’t know,” I said. “It kinda looks like fun.”
He stared at the ground, thinking hard, and finally agreed. I put hope in my
suspicion that he would never have agreed if he didn’t think I could be decent and thus I
had his tacit confidence, never guaranteed with him. If he wasn’t behind me, I would
know. Watching a man without much gentleness in speaking his thoughts give a pep talk
to an athlete who will come in at the back of the race no matter how well she runs is
awkward for everyone involved. If he didn’t think the runner was going to do well, he

wouldn’t say it. “Go see what happens,” he would say. “Give it your best shot.” And
afterwards, “At least you tried.”
•

The height of the outdoor season was a few weeks away, and I started in on hurdle
practice. Sometimes in the morning before classes I went down to the indoor track to go
through the drills, teaching my muscles the movements, learning how to get over the
hurdle efficiently, body low, conserving energy. Some runners stepped over the barriers
instead of hurdling them, but with good technique the hurdling conserves more energy.
With bad technique, any method wastes energy. The indoor arena was quiet then, filled
only with morning light and the whisper of recreational walkers and joggers in for an
early workout. I learned quickly that I was not nearly flexible enough, nor were my hips
very strong, both necessary for good hurdling and neither cultivated by running long
distances. After going over the hurdles a few times, my hips got so tired that I could
barely lift my legs. My hamstrings were so tight I couldn’t fully extend my leg and keep
my body low over the hurdle at the same time. I wasn’t discouraged. Maybe hurdling
took a little technique, but I knew I was a fast learner and so remained optimistic.
I didn’t practice the water jump until weeks later, the afternoon before I was to run
the steeple for the first time at the Kansas Relays, our home meet of the outdoor season.
The men have higher hurdles, and their water jump is longer, so the host track has to be
able to adjust the barriers and the jump to the right height for women. Our water jump
wasn’t going to be ready for the women’s race until the next day, but Coach Clark set up
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a barrier next to the long jump pit. I ran through it into the sand and he gave me some
cursory advice. “Get out far,” he said.
The first time through I lost my nerve midstride atop the barrier and hopped gently
into the sand, landing on two feet. The thought of bounding off the barrier while running,
pushing as hard as I could to cross the pit before landing on the opposite foot without
losing a step, seemed easy in my mind, but in my mind I’m also graceful. “No,” Coach
Clark said. “Try again.”
“No,” he said as I flailed in the air, landing two footed, falling backwards and
kicking sand everywhere. “Try again.”
“Good,” he said as I flailed in the air, landing almost in stride on one foot, barely
keeping my balance and falling forward onto my hands, kicking sand everywhere. “Keep
practicing that and you’ll be fine.” He left to attend to his other athletes.
I ran through a few more times until my shoes filled with sand, and I decided I
would get by. The movement wasn’t yet locked into muscle memory, but I knew what it
felt like and figured I could repeat it under pressure. The sand was a poor imitation of the
water, and I wouldn’t know what I was doing until I had crossed the barrier a few times in
the race. That uncertainty wasn’t a worry because most tracks didn’t even have water
jumps, so most of my competitors wouldn’t know what they were doing either and we
would all figure it out together. Very few would have run the steeplechase before this
year. I was eager for the pressure and excitement of competition.
We were scheduled for the evening of the second day of the meet, one of the last
races of full day of events, and the stadium was scattered with pockets of spectators and

teams. The lights were on by the time I checked in for the race. Spring was still early
enough along that the days were hot but the air cooled with the setting of the sun.
I had cut small holes in my spikes along the toes and forefoot, a tip from one of
the steeplechasers on the men’s team. When water got in my shoes, the motion of my
foot would drive it to the toes where it could drain out the holes. I wasn’t wearing socks.
After I put the spikes on I jogged up and down the infield and did a few strides, avoiding
the other competitors and feeling the lightness of my streamlined shoes.
The Kansas Relays was a large, invitational meet that was working hard to be
larger every year at the expense of exclusivity, so there was room for any school and
athlete that wanted to participate. The steeplechase was a novelty and as a result the race
was overcrowded. We bunched at the start line three deep. The entrants ranged from
Division I runners through junior college and community college runners, plus a few
unattached entrants. As we were all strangers about to be competitors, nervous and
getting ready to do something hard, no one spoke much. Some of the runners wondered
nervously to each other about how they would manage the water jump and established a
consensus that it would be difficult. A woman much older than the rest of us, obviously
not college aged but perhaps a coach somewhere, was running unattached. She acted
upbeat and was full of chit chat.
“OK ladies,” she said. “Let’s keep under control for the first few laps. Be careful
you don’t go out too fast.” No one responded. A few people snatched glances at her,
giving her the look one gives a stranger in a public place to indicate that a person’s
behavior is making others uncomfortable.
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“This weather’s great isn’t it? Couldn’t ask for better this time of year. It could
be snowing right now, you know. Could be raining. Good thing that rain let up earlier.
That water jump’s gonna be fun. You ladies ready for it?”
My policy was to avoid talking before a race. Polite conversation was difficult
when I was surrounded by people I automatically didn’t like because I was competing
against them. Perhaps a few shallow wishes of good luck, a fake smile if someone smiled
at me, but that was it. I preferred to scowl and stare at the ground.
With practiced rhythm we moved back a few paces from the line at the starter’s
word. Together we listened for the command to come to the mark, then all stepped
forward two steps to the white line that swept the width of the track. I bent over at the
waist, staring always at my forward foot placed just behind and not touching the line. In
the second after we came to line I lived every second of my life over again waiting for the
gun to send us, inhaling and bracing for the unavoidable race which I now feared.
The gun went off and I exhaled and darted forward, angling for position near but
not too near the front of the pack, near but not too near the inside lane. I lifted my head
and the sweep of the stadium lights and the noise of the crowd and the chorus of footsteps
and breathing jumbled around in my mind, jockeying for position beside the silent
commands I gave myself, to wait, move, be patient, go.
I ran the first lap without feeling a thing. The relief of starting drained the tension
from my legs and I moved with ease, settling into pace just behind the leaders. I
weathered a second of panic as we approached the first barrier, but the leaders crossed it,
their movements almost in sync, then I crossed it just like I had practiced, and then came

the rest of the field spreading and slowing to carve space to jump. Somewhere I heard
Coach Clark say my name and call out a time. I heard the timer call out our splits at the
first lap, and it sounded too fast. Never mind, I thought, this is easy. Go.
We ran a lap and a half before detouring just inside the far curve for the first water
jump. It was early into the race and we had yet to string out enough to prevent crowding.
As the race progressed we would naturally sort ourselves into position, but not yet. We
were still a huge pack, my spikes slashing the air just behind the ankles of the people in
front of me, likewise for those beside and behind. I could feel the brush of someone
clipping my shoe or elbowing me toward the inside. Through the heads of everyone in
front, I looked to the end of the straightaway and remembered the approaching jump, and
now it seemed the most foreboding image I had ever witnessed. The red and white
striped barrier sat silently with the ominous intonation of some torture device, waiting for
us, the water beneath it black and still, as we ran straight for it. A couple dozen of us
were all going to be up and over the barrier at once, no time to consider, everyone
pushing for room to step and jump and land. I caught the toe of my spike into the track
and almost tripped right there as my body filled with anticipation that tasted like nausea.
Then I heard the woman talking again just behind me.
“OK ladies, let’s do this! This’ll be great. Keep calm. Stay under control.” My
embarrassment for her rose in the back of my mouth and burned my throat.
Then we were upon the curve. The crowd, knowing the inexperience of the
runners, hushed as we approached the water, waiting for disaster. The front-runners

stepped to the top of the barrier and their momentum carried them down and over. They
had done it. They splashed into the pit and continued forward back onto the track.
Though almost crippled by adrenaline, I found solid footing atop the barrier
among the crowd surging, and that step up was enough to carry me over. I leapt, still in
stride, across the water and it was so much higher and farther than the sand pit, and I
remembered a childhood fear of jumping off high things, but I couldn’t have stopped
because of the crowd behind me. Somewhere in the air I tensed up and landed on both
heels in two feet of water, my arms wheeling to keep balance and knocking into a half
dozen others around me also splashing. My forward momentum evaporated and I rocked
backward, but clenched every muscle to stay upright and step forward, then stumbled out
of the water and back into the race. The water thrashed as we poured over the barrier like
lemmings down a cliff, heedless and uncontrolled. I was wet up to my shoulders and the
water cooled my skin as it evaporated.
As I rounded the comer, the crowd reacted to the runners behind me still going
into the water, and suddenly the noise sharpened. I didn’t see it happen, but everyone else
in the stadium that night did so I heard about it from dozens of friends and teammates
afterwards. The older woman caught her toe on the barrier and fell headfirst into three
feet of water. The runners coming behind landed on her and pushed her completely
under. Then she came up, trying to crawl out of the water, stuck belly down like a
beached whale while skittish runners stampeded around her, stepping and kicking and
tripping because they couldn’t do otherwise or they would be trampled themselves.

The athletic trainers waiting right by the water pit tried to pull her out of the race
to check for a concussion, but she shook them off and kept running, staggering at first but
regaining her stride.
The university had recently installed an expensive new jumbo video board, which
now cast its shadow over the water pit at the edge of the track, and stadium officials were
eager to show off its detail and resolution. For the next three days of the meet, whenever
there was a break between events, they replayed the footage of meet highlights, one of
which was the woman going into the water. The technology was amazing; they could
freeze the image of her body inches above the water, hands groping for balance, legs
splayed, hair coming over her face, then play in slow motion the entry, the splash, the
crawl, the stagger. The crowd loved the new video board, and the women’s steeplechase
was the joke of the meet.
With the first water jump passed, I knew that the hardest part was over. Every
successive passage through it would be easier, and I was on my way. Less than two miles
to begin with, and I was already a lap and a half in. This wasn’t so bad. I took a deep
breath to let out all the festering tension that was congealing in my bloodstream and
continued happily for another lap or so, passing people who went out too fast and even
flirting with the possibility of victory as I eyed the leaders ahead of me. I was strong by
default because I had yet to be shown otherwise. I suspected that the race would get
harder, but that didn’t mean I wasn’t in great position. I hit a few barriers in stride,
hurdling them without losing step, burning energy fast and unaware.

That mood didn’t last long because at some point soon after I came to a more
realistic reckoning. With four laps to go, I was less than halfway done and my energy
was evaporating faster than the water on my arms. The race leaders grew steadily distant,
so I knew I was slowing, but the effort required for each lap mounted. The hurdles had
been easy when I was fresh, but a couple laps later I had done all I could handle. I had
another mile left, and the barriers were getting higher and my legs heavier with each
amateurish lunge. I had no rhythm to hold to and had lost all my speed when I labored
through the water jump. A mile left!
Runners were strung out at all points around the track, and with that diffusion the
crowd had dropped out as well. Occasionally someone looking especially fragile
approached the water jump and piqued some interest, but we had spread so far it was hard
to tell where the front of the race was or how any individual was doing, so the noise of
the start had dissipated to an uneven murmur.
With three laps to go I had abandoned all thoughts of competing and was counting
every small interval that brought me closer to the finish. The end of the curve. The next
barrier crossed. The leering water jump splashed through, each time leaving me
drenched. The move to cross each barrier was protracted by a stutter step and then a slow
lunge and then more stuttering to regain normal speed. The thought of quitting was large
and loud and took all my strength to keep constrained, and even then it flexed
menacingly. It would be so easy to stop running. Step off the track. Gather my shoes
and clothes and walk away and be set free.

I remembered that the race was supposed to be hard, and I remembered with how
much certainty I had known I was tough enough for it, but now I barely lifted my legs, my
eyes were down, my shoulders down, my arms hanging limply, my posture contorted
sideways as I struggled just to keep moving, each step draining everything. Coach Clark
had abandoned calling out split times because I had long since fallen off the modest pace
he wanted me to stay on, and with his voice gone I had no anchor to mark the circling and
circling. I felt his eyes, from somewhere deep in the stadium, watching me struggle.
My breathing came with such gasps that I dry heaved several times. My arms
were numb. My leg muscles were so exhausted I would need days to recover a normal
stride after the soreness. I had never been through something so painful before, made
more acute because I had no idea it was coming. Usually I can anticipate the intensity of
a race and steel myself to be uncomfortable, but now I had underestimated the event and
was trapped inside something I could escape only by finishing, and that seemed so far
away that I measured the remaining laps in years. Back at the start, I had rushed from the
line with all the pride of the first day of creation, and now I stumbled, broken, through a
fallen world. I tried to think forward to a time when I would not be running that night,
but I couldn’t find the past or the future anywhere, and any thoughts that attempted to
break free from the present got pulled into the water pit. When the race gets difficult, as
it always does, I fall back on will to keep pushing, but the will was gone. With each lap I
looked deeper and deeper inside myself for something to push with, but the desire and
confidence and optimism and bravado that had fueled my training were vapor. I finished

somewhere in the top half, respectable from all appearances, slightly above average. No
one would know that I had just seen myself truly, stripped of pretense.
The woman who fell into the water finished just behind me, and with a few more
seconds would have caught me. Afterwards, I watched her take her shoes off, her hair
tangled from water and running. She looked down, one leg bent as she untied one shoe,
then the other. She stuffed her shoes into her bag and walked quickly off the infield and
out the stadium, head down. Unlike mine, her shame was tangible, already being
replayed on the jumbo screen while the back of the race straggled to the finish. But
unlike mine, her shame was not her fault. Chance brought it upon her. Any one of us
could have lunged for the barrier and found no room to stand and no way to avoid falling
because too many other bodies crowded the way. My shame came from the realization of
my true self, and it might as well have been played on the jumbo screen because I felt just
as exposed and embarrassed, and the images played just as large inside my head.
Over in the stands some friends cheered for me and laughed, and I waved at them.
Later, when I was ready to smile and act cheerful, I approached them and they asked how
it went. I told them it was a lot harder than I expected and I was glad to be done. They
nodded soberly and wished me luck for the next meet with a clap on the shoulder, and
told me good job and gave a hug. My mom was in town for the weekend, and she said
she was just happy I made it over the water jump without falling in and getting stepped
on. Coach Clark told me I slowed down on the third lap and kept slowing down with
each successive lap, and told me I should try to run even splits next time and things

would be easier. “That’s all you gotta do,” he said. “Just nerves from the first time
around. It’ll get better.”
Next time. There would be a next time. The outdoor season had just gotten into
full stride and I was stuck. No more running the 1500 this spring, the event I suddenly
longed for with a fondness approaching impolite obsession. The 1500 was gentle. Short.
OK, the first try was a bust, but that’s to be expected when trying something new,
I told myself, and kept telling myself. Of course I would give it another shot, at the
Nebraska meet three weeks later. By then I would be a master of the water jump and the
barriers, and I would be mentally ready to face the pain since I had already done it once
before, and the race would surely be faster and easier.

The day was murky and the clouds openly discussed rain. I woke early in the
hotel room and a low light leaked from behind the drapes. For a blissful second I didn’t
know where I was or why I was there, but I was comfortable and warm, the room was
quiet, and in the bed next to me a teammate was asleep. I lingered as long as I could in
the blur between asleep and awake, tempted to roll over and doze for another hour. Then
I remembered Nebraska and track and the steeplechase. The muscles in my stomach
tightened and my heart rate accelerated. I rolled over onto my back, pulled the sheets up
to my chin, and shut my eyes to try again for sleep. It wouldn’t come.
Before we left for the track, I called my mom from a pay phone in a hallway off
the hotel lobby. No one was around. I usually talked to my parents at some point before I
ran to let them know I was competing. Hugging the phone to my ear with both hands, I

crouched against the wall and started to talk about the race. But then I couldn’t talk about
the race, dropped the false optimism, and started crying to my mother five hundred miles
away. I cried first because it would hurt, and I didn’t want to have to endure that pain.
But then I cried because that race wouldn’t let me lie to myself. It robbed me of all
delusions and thrust before me the weaknesses, and I didn’t want to see them again. I had
seen myself a coward once already. And then I cried because I had no choice but to go
through with it. I felt trapped.
The track was right next to the football stadium at the edge of the University of
Nebraska campus in Lincoln. For my warm up I ran through the campus, which was
empty of students and cars and noise. The stadium was also quiet. Just a few teams, not
a big invitational or relay meet. Conference meets were a couple weeks away and now
we enjoyed a lull in the schedule before the season raced to a close. The sky had cleared,
so cancellation from thunderstorms or a tornado was no longer a possibility. I had a
nagging pain in my Achilles from landing on my right foot over and over in practicing the
water pit, but it hadn’t blossomed into a debilitating injury and wouldn’t keep me from
running this day. I asked the trainer about it. He said it would be fine to run on, as long
as I could handle the pain.
Six of us from three teams gathered at the starting line. Three Nebraska runners
talked quietly to themselves and stood apart, and so did two Wyoming runners. I stood
by myself and tried to look like I wasn’t trembling and had barely eaten all day. I didn’t
charge from the start, but went out much slower this time. The Nebraska runners drifted
away in front and the Wyoming runners slipped far behind and I ran by myself, lunging

over the hurdles. At the water jump I slowed way down because I was afraid for my right
foot, but I couldn’t change my programmed movements by sheer mental will in the
middle of the charge of a race, so for seven laps I landed on the same foot and the pain
shot up my calf, but the adrenaline and endorphins that churned in my blood dulled the
feeling enough that I knew I would be able to finish. I would not enjoy the easy escape of
a mid-race injury. All I wanted to do was finish and I ran defensively, preserving myself,
numb. The Nebraska runners stayed ahead and the Wyoming runners never caught me,
and that’s how we finished.
After the race I walked out of the stadium by myself and leaned over a bush and
vomited from tension finally released. It was mostly water, Gatorade, and a banana.
Though this race hadn’t been as painful physically, I felt worse than I had after the Kansas
Relays. My time was a few seconds faster, but still I felt that I had failed because I was
too afraid. I hadn’t come close to committing to the race, thereby avoiding the pain, and I
would never find any satisfaction in that type of attempt.
My modest improvement wasn’t enough to please Coach Clark, who frowned and
didn’t disguise his feelings. “I thought you’d be faster,” he said.
I ran the event once more at the Conference meet, the last meet of the season, and
again improved by an insignificant few seconds, again finishing exactly in the middle of
the field. I tried to avoid Coach Clark after the race, but he found me for a quick talk on
which we could end the season. “Well,” he said, shrugging, looking quickly away, “you
gave it a shot.”

At the beginning of the next outdoor season, Coach Clark put me back in the 1500
without a word of discussion, and I didn’t complain because I didn’t want to run the
steeplechase anymore. I didn’t want to remember how strong I had thought myself and
how I just needed the right event to prove it, and how wrong my conception was, and how
quickly I crumpled when the challenge intensified. I wanted to return to events where I
had already learned my place and couldn’t be caught by surprise by my own mediocrity,
events where I could be satisfied with small improvements. Though now the existence of
such weaknesses no longer surprises me, they still catch me unaware, just when I start
thinking I’m pretty good at something but before I realize I’ve not been seriously tested.
Whatever distance I ran, I continued to finish somewhere right around the middle,
perhaps slightly above average on a good day.
Coach Clark and I never spoke of the steeplechase.

Retracing the Ready-worn Grooves
The answers are always alike, but that’s the language of sports. There’s always a
winner and a loser or, in the case of a race, a winner and a whole bunch of losers. The
winner talks about winning, and a few key losers talk about how they were almost
winners.
Back in college, my head track coach was often quoted in the obligatory
newspaper article that followed every meet, and he approached the role with the spunk of
a man up for jury duty. If we had a good race, no matter the question, he’d say, “Well, we
had some good things happen today, but we’re still working hard.” If we had a bad race,
he’d say, “Well, there weren’t a lot of good things that happened today, but we’re going
to keep working hard.” And wherever we were in the season, even if we’d been
competing for months, he’d say, “We’re using this meet as a way to see where we’re at
with our fitness.” No matter what, he’d clarify that there were either good things or bad
things, or both, and that they had happened. I don’t think he was hiding anything; I think,
given the way he used to stammer and apologize any time he talked in front of a group of
people, that those were the best words he had.
I always read his words and imagined how much better I might say things if I had
the chance. I’d be eloquent, pithy, and witty, just like I was in real life, but even better. I
was confident that I could use words like they’d never been used before, putting new
depth and humanity into the archetypal stories of sport.

A couple of years later I had my chance. I ran a series of local road races in
Fairbanks, Alaska, a town with thorough coverage of local sports, a lot of recreational
runners, and a handful of people like me who were more seriously competitive. As a
result, the reporters started seeking me after the races.
After the Midnight Sun Run 1Ok, a late-night road race celebrating the summer
solstice in June, Bob Eley, the sports editor of the local paper, the Daily News-Miner,
wanted a quote. He spoke softly, never pressing too hard, and I never saw him without
his baseball cap or notebook.
“How was it out there?” he asked, squinting up at me.
His technique was transparent: ask some vague questions first to get the subject
warmed up, ask more pointed questions as you get a feel for the direction of the
conversation, then wait for something quotable to slip out.
The post-race elation of thousands of people packed into a tight space around us
and all happy to be there was dry tinder fueling the mood that affected everyone there no
matter how fast or slow they ran. Runners streamed steadily into the finish area where
friends met up and exchanged racing tales, and all around me people stretched their
calves, compared times and mile splits, hugged, drank cold Gatorade from small paper
cups, and grabbed orange slices by the handful from long tables lined with volunteers
filling cups and slicing more fruit to keep up with the crowd. Everyone seemed to be
laughing at things that probably wouldn’t be funny except that laughter comes easier after
running a hard six miles. They exuded a camaraderie that made me appreciate the town
and made me feel honored that I could be part of that race, that I could participate in the

tradition. The 24-hour light of mid-June effused energy into people like a late-night
caffeine buzz. I tried to explain this to Eley.
“It’s a great event,” I said. “The running community up here is just great.”
As he wrote my words he kept talking. “How did you feel while you were
running?”
I watched him waiting, pen poised, while images of the race fell in and out of my
memory, the raw material of narrative not yet assembled: the crowd bunching and
spreading at the start, small talk with a friend, the thrill of hearing the cannon send us off
and the almost instant transfer of nervous energy into the calm of being underway at last,
water spilled on my arm, the smell of the river that meant the finish neared, a chain link
fence, someone recognizing the University of Kansas jayhawk on my shirt, someone
blasting me in the side of the head with water from a fire hose, a crack in the sidewalk,
my long shadow moving on the street and the sun at my back, a sky so pale as to almost
lack color entirely, yet be full of light.
Those images lacked cohesion. I forced more memories around until they formed
a narrative. At the start I felt skittish and darted from the line like a scared rabbit,
ignoring a quieter apprehension that I was starting out too fast. About a mile in I realized
that I had overestimated my fitness for the six-mile race and that I was already slowing.
Angry with myself, I blamed the late-day sun and grew angrier. The slow northern
twilight had done nothing to stifle the heat, which sat heavy on the town because it wasn’t
chased away by cool nights.

Runners steadily passed me. The woman who eventually finished third, one place
in front of me, moved farther away in tiny increments during the closing miles. At first I
hoped her move would be short-lived and she would slow, but she didn’t. Each glance at
her ever-shrinking figure brought remembrance of my weakness and her strength. As the
end neared my head dropped, my toes stuttered along the ground because I let my feet
flop, my shoulders tightened and hunched forward, and I glanced frequently over my
shoulder, hoping that no one would pass me, running afraid, happy to take my place and
too weary of the pain to push for more. I knew long before the finish, long before my
time was measured and my place recorded, that I would not be happy with this race. Too
much had gone wrong already, starting with the fact that I was not nearly as prepared as I
thought and only now realizing the miscalculation after months of training. Helplessness
because I couldn’t keep the pace I wanted caused frustration and self-pity, which caused
anger, which increased my desire to compete, which, when limited by my fitness, caused
more helplessness and spiraling emotions that erased any chance of an effort I could be
proud of, or even a last push to the finish. Somewhere in the last mile I stopped trying
and afterwards felt secretly and fiercely ashamed, especially when others congratulated
me on my place and admired my time.
I tried to pull apart the sticky tangle and decide which things I wanted to reveal
and how I could best express them to someone who hadn’t been there. The emotions
were still aswirl in the front of my mind, and they would not slow down enough for me to
name them. Some flitted away before I ever had a chance to label and sort them, and later

when I organized my thoughts, I could give them only ill-fitting, abstract titles that
obscured their true shape.
“It was hot,” I told Eley.

A few weeks later in July I ran the Santa Claus half-marathon in nearby North
Pole, which starts and ends at the local refinery. Feeling tired at the start, I let the leaders
go until my legs woke up. I caught the front of the pack midway through, pushed hard for
a while, then turned complacent, almost getting passed before winning with a respectable
time. During the early miles, when I was so far back that I couldn’t even see the leaders, I
passed the time by imagining the theoretical interview afterwards and thinking of
something clever, which is hard to do while running. When the reporter, Eric, found me
afterwards, I had a few things ready to say to him.
“I started out kind of slow,” I told him. That was the brilliant line that I came up
with during the second mile, when I was running slowly.
“I didn’t have high expectations coming into the race,” I said. “I definitely didn’t
expect to win.” Lies, of course, but they sounded gracious. I hadn’t assumed victory
beforehand, but I had known I would be competitive and had been trying to win.
Then the reporter asked a question I hadn’t anticipated, what my strategy was. My
strategy, which is a generous name for it, was to make sure I ran hard enough to be tired
when I finished and hope that was enough. It was a tactic I had recently adopted that
allowed me to compete without putting too much pressure on myself for a specific finish,
which I had learned over years of racing was usually detrimental to the end result. It
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wasn’t a conscious strategy until Eric asked the question, and my subsequent flash of
introspection brought on a dozen years of racing memories, all since ruminated beyond
recognition and stirred together into liquid the consistency of glue and of a color that
stood for every race in its entirety in an instant, a color I knew only inside my head and
would never have the words for. I didn’t know how to tell him this, so out came that
classic deflection.
“I just wanted to see how I felt.” Suddenly I sounded an awful lot like my old
track coach. I had answered without saying anything at all because my words were as
exhausted as I was.
I knew as I was talking that I had said enough for Eric to get the quotes he needed
and for me to escape, though coming across exceptionally bland, at least without looking
silly, but the post-race endorphins must have lowered my inhibitions because I kept
going.
“The running scene up here in Alaska is a lot of fun.” Running scene? I managed
to sound like a tourist and a recreational jogger in one swoop.

About a month later in mid-August I ran a five-mile race downtown.
I finished second by a mere six seconds after getting outsprinted in the last quarter
mile by a fourteen-year-old named Crystal Pitney who had just started running a year
before and quickly discovered her talent. The cadre of women around town who
dominate the longer races, where experience trumps youth, were here as always, but a
race this short belongs to the younger runners who still have their footspeed. The next

finisher was a minute and a half behind us. I had beaten Crystal earlier that year, but she
was at the top of the rest of the summer’s shorter races. I knew she had become big when
people started invoking just the name Crystal, not Crystal Pitney, when talking about the
top runners in town.
“So what happened out there between you and Crystal?” Eley asked me after
talking to her. I had been milling around the still-uncrowded finish area eating an
oatmeal cookie, watching them talk and hoping it wasn’t obvious I was watching them.
I kept chewing to have a few seconds before answering. I thought back: Before
the race, Crystal jogged around at the starting line wearing a pair of racing flats; her legs
still looked soft like a little kid’s. I put on my own racing shoes, which I hadn’t worn
since college, and felt lighter and swifter and suddenly serious.
I charged from the beginning, mad at the way Crystal bounced and smiled like this
race would be fun and easy, excited that my legs felt alive, eager for confrontation
because I was wearing my fast shoes. The early challengers dropped back quickly. It
wouldn’t be this way long, and I waited, my senses tense for activity behind me. After a
couple of miles I heard her coming and saw her shadow. I forgot she was only fourteen
because she was a runner, her breathing easy, her footfalls light, her gait relaxed.
I made no move to indicate I cared that she was there, not even a friendly nod or
turn of the head. She wouldn’t dare pass me until I slowed, because of our fast pace.
Only the top male runners were in front of us now and we were even picking off some of
them like they were stragglers. We passed someone who cheered for her by name. She
didn’t acknowledge the cheer. The sun glinted off the asphalt into our eyes and the air
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warmed into midday heat. Our pace was too fast for me to hold, certainly, but Crystal
had no way of knowing that, and that would be a problem later, not now. Now I stared
forward and relaxed my jaw. Crystal waited quietly just behind my shoulder.
She had more sprint speed and more talent, and if the race were decided at the
very end I would lose for sure. I cast about for a way to avoid that scenario even as I tried
to focus on the present moment, which demanded all my attention. I tilted my head so
that her shadow never left my sight but I was still able to focus on the road ahead. We
tore through the first water stop. I grabbed a cup and sloshed half on my face, not willing
to slow and drink, tossing the rest onto the street.
The route twisted through neighborhood streets and I cut the comers tight, forcing
her to swing wide or fall behind me. But she always pushed back to my shoulder and
stuck. It’s much easier, mentally and physically, to hang onto another runner, like Crystal
was doing, than to set the pace. I hated her because she perched on my shoulder like a
little chirping monkey I couldn’t shake. She didn’t have the guts to pass me, or she didn’t
trust that she could make it stick, or she had more racing savvy than I would admit and
was toying with me, but regardless I was doing the front work, and I controlled the pace,
which was my one advantage. I sped up. She faltered, then worked back.
We came through the 5k mark faster than either of us ran the 5k race earlier that
season; we still had two miles left. Her breathing was ragged, but so was mine. We flew.
If I could drop her now, I would win. I kept pushing the pace, hoping she would falter,
but she called my bluff and hung on. My body was working at its highest capacity, my
senses heightened. I thought about the precise angle of my wrists and the swing of my

arms at the same time that I glimpsed the comer of a house and wondered if the people
inside were sleeping in, or if they knew there was a race going by right outside. Someone
standing by the road called out split times, and as we passed the lilt of her vowel
pronunciation reminded me of a friend from grade school and the way she used to say my
name.
At a 90-degree turn I cut hard and jumped onto the sidewalk, forcing Crystal into
the street, and she lost a few strides. We turned again and I slid in front of a trio of male
runners who labored hard and cut a wide swath. I burst around them and surged, running
almost full out now, gained a small margin and left her to weave through them around the
comer. That would be it. That had to be it. She wouldn’t be back. She was redlining
already and the extra effort to catch me would put her all in. Less than a mile to go and
perhaps I had gained enough ground to ward off her finishing kick, because there was no
way I could hold my pace. Hopefully I had broken her, because I had broken myself,
which she would find out if she made any last effort.
The front is a desperate place to be at the end of a race; one is the hunted and can
see nothing of the maneuvering going on behind. I watched the ground for her shadow
under the midmoming sun, and it was there, holding steady. But still I had that hardgained gap.
If she were not in that race, or I were not so intent on beating her, I would have
been way off that pace, doing just enough to stay ahead of the rest and thinking that I was
running as fast as I possibly could that day. But she had pricked my pride, which kept me
from submitting to the warnings my body was sending. It’s not often that I can override

the will to concede to tiredness with a will to push harder into complete exhaustion. I
need the pull of competition to ignore the instinct that begs for release from pain, a
release obtained simply by slowing down. But when I push to complete exhaustion, I
become a more honest version of myself in both strength and weakness, untainted by
excuse, and I can demand nothing more than what I give then, so I am satisfied by the
result.
Somewhere in the noisy blur of the last quarter mile Crystal overtook me, then
bounded away like I was standing still, a fleet animal suddenly set free and realizing it is
indeed strong and fast. She gained ground and people called her name, and I became one
more on a list of faceless people she had passed who would not catch her. One day she
would surge and not break free, but not today, and as I lost sight of her around a comer I
remembered a time long ago when I was fourteen and still faster than everyone I knew,
and it was the greatest emotion of my young life. I remembered that it tasted at once of
pride and humility, possibility and pressure, surprise and promise, and it was an emotion I
would never feel again.
I finished chewing my cookie and looked at Eley, who looked back at me, his
shoulder almost touching mine. The distance between us was so great I wondered if my
voice would carry that far. I wanted to explain even the most basic of my thoughts, that
though I was close to being as fast as I had ever been, losing made me feel old, but also
pleased because it was a damn fast time that proved I was in excellent shape, so I couldn’t
begrudge Crystal for being faster. I hadn’t been that tired in a long while and the
exhaustion was sharp and refreshing.

“She had more speed at the finish and she went right by me,” I told him,
describing what he had just seen. The words were shallow, hopelessly unfit to carry the
thoughts piled onto them. In that long gap between speaker and audience, everything I
wanted to convey evaporated.
“I just wanted to have fun and see what my fitness was like.” Have fun? Fitness?
That’s what my former track coach would have said. I fell back to words so vague as to
have almost no meaning at all. I had no energy left to formulate new sentences, instead
retracing the ready-worn grooves of easy phrases.
Crystal also told Eley that she had fun that day.

I didn’t talk to Bob after the last race of the summer, the Equinox Marathon. He
stood at the end of the finishing chute looking around, turning a slow circle and scanning
the crowd, notebook and pen in hand. Likely he had enough quotes from the four women
and countless men in front of me, but I turned away from him anyway before his gaze
swept my direction.
Once I’ve read my words in the newspaper I think of the things I should have said
that were so much better. But now that I’ve written those words down, lived with them
for months, slept and eaten with them, I still can’t close the gap between the experience
of the speaker and the words given to the audience. I don’t use words like they’ve never
been used before, which is neither a new realization nor a unique one, but which still
stings upon each remembrance. I’m always facing that gap, chasing a runner ahead I
know for certain I’ll never catch because the chasm is too great, and again I’m helpless. I
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know before the race starts that she’s faster and I have no chance of beating her, so it’s no
surprise that she’s ahead. I’m pushing as hard as I can and she eludes me. But she’s still
in sight, close enough that I can see in her posture no tiredness or slowing, but too far to
hear her breathing or watch the shadow beside her as her heels hit pavement, so I keep
chasing.

Change Blindness
Once while I was running, I almost got hit by a car.
That’s the whole story, really, but that sentence says very little. Let me keep
going.
It happened in the morning. I ran up the hill, half a mile from my cabin. The car
swerved into me, then swerved away.
Wait. Up until the instant before the car veered off, everything as I knew it was
fine. Nothing amiss. No cars about to drive into me. I was running along as happy as
could be.
When the car swerved into me and swerved away I had just passed the elementary
school near my house, to my left behind the trees. School was starting for the day and
back down the street cars and buses had snaked past me gingerly, mindful of the
pedestrian encroaching too much on the road in an effort to avoid the ice-covered
shoulders. Where I ran, past the school, the street was quiet.
It was March, of that I’m sure. The trees had no leaves on them yet, and snow
still covered the ground. I always finished about eight in the morning or so, and I always
ran the same six-mile loop.
When I run I let my thoughts off their leash to go where they want as I trudge
behind, slower, envious of the way they change direction effortlessly, then speed up, then
slow. They run through ditches, dig at things in the mud, chase after birds, all the while
growling and yipping and circling back to nip at my heels. Sometimes they discover
hidden paths tucked behind bushes that I follow until I get lost, or they dig up a long-lost

artifact buried beneath leaves that I take home to study later. Sometimes they’ll just
circle and circle and circle until I’ve thought over something three times without getting
closer to it. But the resulting sense of clarity that comes with endorphins belies the lack
of closure.
Here’s the thing that sticks with me: I didn’t even know the car was there until it
was two feet away, close enough to brush my outstretched fingertips along the surface.
The driver, a woman I think, had her right hand on the wheel and her left hand
resting against the window, elbow bent. The angle of her arm suggested she was holding
something near her head. Near her ear? Was she talking on the phone? Of course she
would be talking on the phone! That’s why she almost hit me. But the car was gone too
quickly. Maybe she was holding a fork. Maybe she was scratching at her dandruff.
Few people go out of their way to get into traffic accidents. I read a newspaper
article once, after the car incident, about scientists trying to figure out what causes drivers
to run over pedestrians, or drive into trains, all the while claiming they never saw
anything, such as a train or a pedestrian. Scientists call it change blindness, a quirk of
visual perception where people don’t notice large changes that occur in full view. Cars
certainly qualify as large. I wondered when I read the article if I had the same problem.
In one popular study, a stranger comes to a person asking for directions. While
the person is giving directions to the stranger, workmen walk between them holding a
tarp. Behind it the original stranger switches places with a new stranger of different
height, build, voice, hair, and clothing. Over half the time, the people giving directions
don’t notice the change in strangers.
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Scientists will set a group of people before a basketball team down on a court and
tell them to count the number of passes the team makes. While the group of people
counts, a man in a gorilla suit walks across the court and half the people in the group
never notice, some refusing to believe the man in the gorilla suit was there even when
confronted with a video recording of the scene. I’ve never seen anyone in a gorilla suit,
but perhaps that doesn’t mean they haven’t been out walking around.
At the time the car swerved into me and then swerved away I had been thinking
about high school. I was walking down the hallway toward math class, and there sat my
track coach on the bench outside the bathrooms.
“Hey, Lambom!”
I had been looking at the floor or the ceiling or my hands or my shoes as I walked,
my thoughts involved intensely in something within myself and not my surroundings. I
stopped when I heard my name. I knew the voice right away because of the Minnesota
accent that seemed so foreign that I questioned its authenticity. Then I saw him sitting on
the bench leaning against the wall, arms crossed and resting in front. No one had ever
called me by just my last name before. Being called out in the hallway, especially by a
teacher, horrified me. What did it mean that he had called my name? Did it mean
anything? Why was he talking to me? What did I do? He caught me in a moment when
I was unaware of who might be watching me, and I was suddenly frantic with shame. In
high school, embarrassment was for me another hormone, in complete control of my
behavior while I didn’t even know what to call the thing that tormented me.
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Now I know better. My track coach had some time before class and was probably
looking for someone to joke around with, as was occasionally the nature of our
relationship.
The car startled me out of memory when it swerved into me, then swerved away.
I noted the impressively shiny grille, especially for a car driving around Fairbanks in the
spring with all the mud and snow. I also remember that it was a late-model SUV. I
couldn’t tell the make or model in the split second it charged, but I do know it was
probably a car company new to the SUV-making gig, such as Saturn or Mercedes,
because it had the boxy look of a design trying hard not to look like a Ford or a Chevy.
My track coach sat just on the other side of the hallway, looking right at me, his
face locked in a half-smile. To get to math class I would have to walk right past him, so I
couldn’t ignore his words. The hallway must have been crowded then, though I have no
recollection from that day. I remember the voice and the half-smile and the way he pulled
his feet back under the bench so that the toes of his shoes caught on the carpet. I had a
minute before the bell and surely people walked through our line of vision, but because I
ran with just the memory as company, we were alone. Politeness required that I respond.
“How’s it going?” I asked, a defensive reply, spoken to feel out the nature of the
conversation.
“Where are you off to?” He didn’t answer my question, but the lightness of his
expression and the singsong lilt of his tone suggested that he had nothing serious he
wanted to say and was conversing just for sport.

Someone who had authority over me was conversing as if we were just two
acquaintances passing in the hallway! We were just two acquaintances passing in the
hallway! I desperately wanted to say something funny to rise above my subordinate
position as a student, which his tone was clearly allowing me to do. Maybe a witty oneliner, or a snide insult disguised as a joke. The desire I had not to shrink away was just as
acute when I relived the conversation, and he still had authority over me in all my
memories though they were eight years removed.
Where am I off to? Quick, think of something. Where am I off to? I’m off to
math class. That won’t work. Where am I off to? Where am I off to?
Maybe I looked down or away, or my pupils shrank but I held his gaze. I can’t
remember what I said then, but likely I stammered and blushed and hurried past. Now I
had another chance for a better reply, now that I had some time to think without the
pressure of getting to class on time.
“Oh, you know.” I stalled for time. Where am I off tol Be cool, nonchalant.
Shrug. Shake my head like I don’t care. Can’t stall too long. Need something.
Anything. “Just off to, uh, places.”
That’s the best I could do? Without the pressure of an actual audience, without
anyone waiting to respond with awkward silence? I disappoint myself.
I wasn’t scared until later. I had been looking down and I didn’t even know the
car was there until it was upon me and then past, and then I realized its presence. The
incident came and went so quickly my expression never changed, my muscles never
contracted in defense. Had I needed a last-second means of protection, the only thing

within reach was a mediocre reply to a comment I heard eight years ago. The adrenaline
that accompanies surprise rolled in just in time to miss the action, then hung around too
long like an awkward friend who won’t leave.
A cross country coach from high school, another teacher at the same school, used
to admonish our team over and over at practice, “Keep your head up when you run!” He
always spoke too loudly. “Don’t let your eyes fall to the ground. Then your head
follows, then you look like this!”
He demonstrated to us the exaggerated gait of a runner in an almost fetal position,
the runner who has forgotten to keep his head up and is now paying the price, shoulders
hunched unnaturally forward, arms shrugged up across the chest. The cross country
coach made sure we saw the terrible consequences of poor posture. He usually shuffled
back and forth like that in front of us a few times, all the while shouting, “How can you
get up a hill when you run like this? Where’s my momentum going right now? It’s going
right into the ground!”
Forty high schoolers sat in silence, grateful his questions were rhetorical, waiting
for him to break off into a new topic, like not eating too much bread before a race, or not
wearing black socks to avoid blood poisoning should the dye get into our bodies through
open blisters. I hear his words every time I run up a hill with my head down, which is at
least a few times a week. “Keep your head up when you run!”
My head was down when the car was swerving into me and swerving away, the
din of the coach’s shouting playing like a string of bass notes to back up my other
thoughts. My downcast look shouldn’t have kept me from seeing the car, however, as the

street was quiet. But once the car was past and I stood in the road trying to recreate the
previous moments, I couldn’t remember the car. When I finally looked up I had no time
to react except to stand in awe that a car I had been oblivious of was so terribly close.
As the car swerved into me and swerved away I looked inside. A child sat in the
passenger seat staring at me. I could just see the forehead and the eyes, but I know those
eyes saw my eyes. Our gazes crossed, and the high smooth forehead, with the hair swept
back, perhaps in a pony tail or held by a headband, suggested a little girl. Her face had no
expression that I recall, but I know she saw me inches from her, a pane of glass between
us. Before I could think more into the image, it disappeared. A second later I wondered
what she thought of me, and with a blush of self-consciousness I wondered what I looked
like to her. Was my mouth open? Probably. Did I look like I was in pain? I should
work on that.
The problem with not seeing things isn’t related to eye movement, the article
about change blindness said, so it doesn’t have to do with the way the brain combines
overlapping images of the world. Rather, it has to do with the way the brain records those
images in the first place. Our attention automatically moves toward sudden changes in
light or color recorded by the retina, caused by motion or the appearance or disappearance
of an object, such as a pedestrian. The brain knows first that a change has occurred, and
where, but it doesn’t know what the change is until it can compare an already encoded
image of the old landscape with the new landscape in order to discern what’s different. If
either process is disrupted, we’ll miss something. Even a brief disruption in the visual
scene, such as a mud splatter on a windshield, or perhaps a voice from memory shouting

one’s name, is enough distraction to cause us to miss a large change and drive over a
pedestrian or run into a car.
Is that why the driver never saw me? But what if it wasn’t a cell phone? What if
she was just scratching her ear? What if she was a man? I remember the whole scene
vividly, yet I retain almost no details at all. I remember shadows and motion and the eyes
of the child in the front seat. There was nothing amiss, and then the grille of a late-model
SUV upon me, silvery-gray and shiny, and then nothing amiss again. What if no child sat
in the passenger seat, whose eyes locked with mine, whose high forehead might make her
insecure later in life, just like an old college roommate who always got up early to curl
her bangs because she didn’t like her own high forehead? Perhaps I made the girl up and
imagined her hairline.
Somewhere nearby a squirrel chattered as it ran up and down a tree trunk.
Perhaps I should forgive the driver for not noticing a runner in a white shirt
against a snow-covered background moving so slowly she could be standing still, when
the driver is probably late taking her child to school, perhaps because her other kid got a
marble stuck up his nose that morning, and now she’s on the phone with the doctor, and
the heater broke last night and the dog ran away, and she’s nauseous with guilt because he
probably got himself run over by a car all while her husband is out of town on a business
trip.
Maybe I would only have been seriously injured, like I would never run again and
have to take up the piano instead. The car seemed like it was coming fast enough to do
some damage, though I’m not sure how fast that needs to be. That probably depends on
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the angle of impact, or how far I’m flung. Sometimes when cars drive by I gauge where
the rearview mirror would strike if the car happened to move over six feet and clip me,
and it’s usually my shoulder. The car had momentum when it swerved into me because it
was coming down the hill and I was going up, and the car must have been rolling along at
a brisk pace because it disappeared so quickly. But I have strong lungs and the ground
behind me was snowy; death wouldn’t have come easily. But then, the snow was starting
to melt, and it was crusty and mixed with ice and dirt, which means it would have offered
little cushion for my body.
Had the driver seen me and swung wide to the other side of the road I might
never have noticed the car at all. It wouldn’t even be part of my memory. I wouldn’t
remember that moment or the conversation I relived because the car wouldn’t have thrust
itself so deeply into my thoughts that day, breaking off the chunk I set before me now, a
cross section of my thought-life when I’m simply moving, not distracted by watching
myself move. It’s no solid object like I want it to be, like I want all my memories to be.
When I try to touch the pebbly surface, it dissolves and my hand catches air. I stare hard
from the comer of my eye, but when I turn to look straight on it flattens and I have to
back up to get a clear view. It keeps shifting to disguise itself so I won’t notice it’s full of
holes.
Here I am unable to see a two-ton car on an empty road while I’m looking right at
it, with nothing to distract me but my high school science teacher and his Minnesota
accent. I was wide awake, all my senses engaged, my brain receiving as much
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information as it could handle. I finally saw the car because it made me see it. How
many other cars have I missed? Cars are big.
After the car swerved away I stopped in the road and tried to figure out what had
happened, my gloved hands on my hips, steam rising from my shoulders. It didn’t seem
right that I keep on without pause after such an event. I looked for the car, but it was
gone, so I looked at the ground and the trees and the sky, waiting for the late surge of fear
to subside. When I started running again up the hill the road was quiet, so I called out to
my track coach to finish our conversation, but things between us were different now
because I had been interrupted. He stood up as I spoke, then crossed in front of me,
striding back to his classroom down an adjacent hallway.
“Have to go teach.” He waved his hand dismissively, or at least I think he did.
“Lots of work to do. Get to class.”

Crow Pass Crossing
Twenty miles into the Crow Pass Crossing, a race through the Chugach Mountains
east of Anchorage, Alaska, I lost the trail and got stuck between a muddy swamp and an
ominous glacial stream laced with submerged trees. I knew where I had made the wrong
turn, and I had known it was wrong even as I made it, and as I continued down the wrong
path I kept telling myself I ought to go back, but somehow my exhausted mind had
dismissed such logical thinking. Now I was bruised, bleeding, and muddy, and the
thought of backtracking through knee-high mud and crawling again across the fallen logs
I had just crawled across was heartbreaking. But so was the thought of a plunge into that
frigid water and the ensuing struggle up the slippery bank on the other side.
While I wavered, another hapless runner made the same wrong turn. I saw relief
in his face when he saw me because the sight of another runner indicated he was on the
right track. Perhaps he saw relief in my face because the sight of another runner indicated
I wasn’t the only one dumb enough to wander off the trail into a swamp.
After a short round of deliberation in which we agreed that backtracking would
get us more lost and more tired, we decided that the best way back to the trail was to keep
moving forward, and together we waded in. Across the stream I caught glimpses of legs
and feet moving through the trees, and the trail beckoned, almost within reach. The
water, which numbed skin upon contact, rose above my waist, and I heard him behind me
cursing the cold. As we scrabbled back onto the trail, grabbing stinging nettles to hoist
ourselves out of the water, someone else came skipping down the correct path. I was on
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my knees in the mud against the side of the sloping bank, holding myself out of the water
by two fistfuls of thorns when he passed and slowed to watch.
“Why hello,” he called down to us, his voice ringing like we were all neighbors
bumping into each other at the local supermarket on a Saturday morning. “Looks like
you guys found a shortcut!”
•

The Crow Pass trail through the Chugach range was the route followed by tum-ofthe-century prospectors in Alaska traveling north from Seward into the Interior. Now part
of the Iditarod National Historic Trail, it leaves Girdwood, south of Anchorage, climbs
2500 feet in the first three miles, then descends through the lush Eagle River Valley.
Glaciers hang above the valley and their melt-off creates a number of streams that run
down the mountain faces and towards the low center, where they gather into a river.
The race guide sternly states that “bad things can and usually do happen,” and on
that note urges racers “to assist their fallen brethren,” because “communication is nigh
onto impossible.” Without a trace of hyperbole, it warns of bears (they’ve been
encountered every year), stinging insects, poisonous plants, unstable alpine weather,
“frightfully dangerous trail conditions; incomplete (and perhaps misleading) trail
markings; perilous cold, and possibly life-threatening river crossings,” and then qualifies
itself by saying, “there surely are additional hazards of which we have not thought or of
which we are so far unaware.”
My friend Dave told me about the race, and when we read this race description
from the comfort of our distant Internet connection in Fairbanks, I laughed because of the

lofty promise of challenge and adventure, and because I had no idea what I was getting
into, and I immediately entered. At a meeting the day before the race, when the overly
stem race director repeated the warnings and tried to get the unprepared to drop out, I
laughed again because I still had no idea what I was getting into, but I knew that it
sounded like fun. Hazards? Dangerous trail conditions? They were abstract words
without connection to any experience, their weight lost on me.
“No one should be here who hasn’t covered the whole course before,” he told us,
not smiling, hands on hips. A hundred of us sat on bleachers in a gymnasium and he
strutted back and forth in a tight T-shirt like a gym teacher missing only his whistle. “Has
anyone here not been over the course?” He glared at the crowd.
I crossed my arms, hunched over, looked at the ground, kept perfectly still, then
snuck a glance at Dave, who was one of three people raising their hands, drawing the
stares of the rest.
“What are you doing?” I hissed. But the race director was already talking again.
“You three are very foolish.”
•

There were no aid stations on the course, and runners were required on penalty of
disqualification to carry a hat and gloves, long underwear, and rain gear in addition to
food and water. The most hard-core runners opted to go fast and light, duct-taping bits of
clothing to their bodies, trimming their bib numbers of all extra weight, and risking
giardia by carrying only an empty water bottle to fill at the numerous streams. I stuffed

everything into a pack that bulged and swayed on my back, telling myself I wouldn’t even
notice the extra weight.
The day started out cold and rainy, and soon after the start we were up among the
low clouds. Men’s winner Tobias Schwoerer was the first to summit Crow Pass, in 32
minutes, and despite falling multiple times, including a collapse at the finish line, he
finished in a new course record of 3:02:58.
“For the last 2k, I saw stars and was dizzy because I was going all out,” he said.
The tortuous trail, which changes every year depending on the topography of the
valley, has never been measured. The race entry form said it was 24 miles, but the bib
numbers the race officials handed out said 25 miles. The map at the trailhead said 26
miles. Dave swore it couldn’t have been more than 22 miles. Another guy who walked
the whole thing with his husky and a pedometer insisted that it was 28.
Such distinctions in length, I mused early in the race, are magnified when one’s
pace is a shuffle and one has no idea how far one has come. I soon realized that I didn’t
know where I was or how fast I was going, but at that point I still had hours left to run
and left it at that. The rain was merely intermittent and my feet were still dry, and for a
while that was enough.
For most of the race I couldn’t see the ground because the trail was so overgrown,
but I never expected to fall. I had overheard others who knew the trail joking at the
starting line about how many times they were going to trip, especially once they got tired,
but I didn’t make any connection between their tiredness and falling and my potential

tiredness and falling. I didn’t even plan on being that tired, but then my planning was not
thorough.
The first time I fell, as I waded through shoulder-high grass and tripped headfirst
into a shrub, I resolved to be more alert so that would not happen again. A woman and
man coming right behind waited, clucking and cooing as I pushed myself back to my feet.
Embarrassed, I brushed them away and kept running. The second time I fell, tripping on
a rock as the trail twisted around a blind comer before I could slow, I resolved even
harder to not fall again, as if it were simply a matter of will. The third time I fell I
pounded the ground with my fist and got up a little slower. After a dozen falls, the
adventure was gone and I stopped counting.
The shrub cut my face in a line straight down from the comer of my mouth, so I
looked like I was drooling blood. It dried into a crusty patch on my chin and shirt, and I
tried to wipe it away but managed only to smear it around with my muddy hands. For the
rest of the race other runners and hikers along the trail would see me, start cheering, then
pause, grimace, and ask me if I was OK, and did I know my face was bleeding?
“The trail was the widest it’s been in years,” I overheard one race veteran say
afterwards, almost with a tone of disappointment. “I’ve never seen the brush cut away so
far. It was fast.”
With glaciers above and the wide valley below, the view from the pass is
distracting, and I felt obligated to ogle because that’s what one is supposed to do when
confronted with vistas of arresting beauty. But whenever I took my eyes off the trail for
even an instant, I tripped on a rock and went sprawling, collecting a patchwork quilt of
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cuts and bruises, many of which I had no memory of acquiring. The trail, barely a beaten
down footpath through woods and grass, twisted constantly and was fraught with half
buried rocks that caught my feet at every other step, and I alternated between slowing and
stopping and then speeding up again. I remembered what my former cross country coach
said to me in college after a bad race on a golf course that had a few small inclines.
“You’re a rhythm runner,” he said. “You need flat and open or you’ll do terrible.
This just wasn’t the course for you. Too many hills and turns.”
The extra weight of my backpack made me even more unstable. On a few steep
descents I lost control as I bounced between slippery rocks and muddy comers, through
bushes, barely catching myself as the trail doglegged around boulders. I could hear my
mother’s voice shouting the motto of my post-braces childhood in my head: “Don’t chip
your teeth! I don’t care what you do to yourself, but I spent good money on your teeth! If
you’re gonna break something, break something else.”
While crossing a snowfield, I lost my footing and slid to the bottom, narrowly
missing a boulder. I staggered up quickly, turning to make sure that no one had seen me,
and then like a bad comedy routine, the six runners behind me each in turn did the same
thing and piled into a muddy heap.
Women’s winner Julie Udchachon fell and broke her thumb, then outpaced the
field by nearly 40 minutes, finishing in 3:48:07. A few years later she would break her
ribs running a 50k, and break her foot running down a hill during a marathon and still win
by half an hour.

“This race is different in that you can’t see any of your competition ahead of you
or behind you, so you can’t focus on them,” she said. “You have to be focused on time.”
•

The halfway point was the largest stream crossing on the course, described on the
web site as a “quarter-mile-wide, thigh-deep, glacier-fed torrent,” a description which I
had believed to be an exaggeration until the moment I saw it. A race official sat on the
bank to make sure that everyone got at least across the river, but he offered no water or
food. As I passed him he said something in my direction, but I couldn’t hear his voice
over the water and my distress at plunging into it. The water was high, opaque with
minerals, and had been ice perhaps an hour before. It now galloped with new freedom. A
woman arrived at the water as I did, and as I hesitated she linked her elbow into mine and
pulled me in after her.
The water rose to my waist and the cold burned my skin. I pulled against her and
we walked in step a slow, straight-legged gait through the current, barely maintaining
balance with our combined weight.
“Boy, it’s sure cold,” I said to her at one point, trying to dampen the pain through
understatement.
“Yeah,” she said. “Pretty cold.” Then she stopped talking. My normally weak
powers of small talk were even less active in my exhaustion, so we continued in silence.
About halfway across I looked back and the race official was small and distant,
and behind us a line of people splashed through the water. Ahead the bank was still far
away, the people were tiny figures disappearing into the trees and the unknown trail

ahead, and we were on our own in the middle. The water was dull and sharp at once, the
current pressing and the cold slicing. I stared hard at the surface immediately below,
trying not to think about the distance and discomfort still to be endured, trying especially
hard not to dwell too deeply on the fact that there was no going back. That idea had more
metaphorical truth than I wanted to absorb at that moment, stranded in acute discomfort
in the middle of the rushing stream. The only way out of the water was to keep moving
forward and to wait for it to be over, and so I did.
The stream crossing was the only marker I knew to indicate where I was on the
trail. It took me about two and a half hours to get there, so I figured another two and a
half hours and I would be done. That is, if my pace was steady; I was sure it wasn’t.
After the crossing the trail descended ever lower into the valley, the trees grew taller, and
the light grew lower. The bushes widened and reached out, tugging against my clothing
like the fingertips of small children. At times the trail curved along the bank of the river
whose descent it paralleled, then pulled back.
The woods were quiet except for my breathing, the soft thud of my feet against the
dirt, and the rasp of my backpack against my nylon shirt now damp through with sweat.
Occasionally a solitary runner passed me, or I overtook someone, and a few words floated
between us, but now we were spread out so that for long stretches I saw no one. In those
solitary lulls my thoughts spiraled around and around on the forest floor because they
couldn’t move ahead into what I didn’t know. They could go as far forward as the next
bend a few feet away, shrouded in brush and trees, before returning empty-handed.

After four hours of running and no idea where I was, how far I had come, or how
much I had left, I admitted silently that a little foreknowledge of the course would have
been useful. More precisely, I was desperate for a little foreknowledge of the course.
Looking up, I could see only trees and a blink of gray sky, no sun or mountains or
anything with which to position myself. I knew only that if I kept moving, eventually I
would get there. I couldn’t stop if I wanted out of the woods; I had to keep moving
forward. It was a very small reassurance that if I kept the river on my left I would be
heading the right direction. I had long ago forgotten that I was in a race and presumably
competing against the other runners. Now I wanted only to finish, and if I finished badly
I didn’t care because the race would still be over.
I continued to fall at steady intervals, now because if I caught my toe on a rock or
root, my legs couldn’t step forward fast enough to catch balance because they were too
tired. My quadriceps would tremble and just start to contract by the time I tasted dirt on
my teeth yet again. However, instead of fighting to stay upright like I had done early in
the race, which resulted in tense muscles and harder falls, I had perfected a less painful
crumple, which depended on immediate resignation and allowed me to collapse more
softly to the ground.
Every fifteen minutes I looked at my watch. Surely I had come at least a mile in
that time? I hoped but was not certain, and could only keep moving. I thought forward to
the rest of the day, because when I finished it would be noon, but trying to fit the present
trial into the span of a morning was impossible. I had woken up years ago and was now
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lost in a void where seconds moved as slow as the beads of sweat moving down my
cheek.
Traffic along the trail slowly increased as I neared the finish, and I started asking
everyone I saw how much longer the trail went.
One runner stopped to think about the question, hands on hips, muddy to his
knees. “Probably about four miles,” he said. “You’re almost done.”
Half an hour later, a trio of women knew with certainty. “You’re over halfway
done,” they said.
Ten minutes after that, a hiker coming backwards from the end thought he knew.
“Oh, at least six miles, for sure. You’re almost done.”
Later, a woman by the trail cheered for me as I stumbled along. “You’re almost
done!” she cried.
“How far, please? Do you know?” I tried to be nonchalant but my voice had an
edge to it I couldn’t hide.
“Yeah!” She said, increasing her enthusiasm to balance my desperation. “Almost
there! Great job! Keep going!”
I started seeing more day hikers, so I knew I had to be close. “Almost there!” they
echoed. The trail widened and smoothed, but it continued on. I still couldn’t see ahead
or behind or above because of the trees. “Three miles left,” they would say. “Four miles
left,” they would say. “Almost done!” Not until I saw a lady pushing a stroller over
rocks, followed by an elderly woman with a walker, leading a puppy that had just learned
to walk, did I let myself believe I was indeed close.

Then the trail turned to sidewalk, I turned a comer, and there was the race director
in his tight T-shirt, smiling and clapping and calling out my name. I shuffled forward out
of the trees, into a clearing that was suddenly brighter and noisy. A throng of people
milled and talked, and someone shook my hand and gave me a cup of water. The instant
the event moved from present to past, the day itself felt light, the clouds seemed to lift
and let in a bit more sun, and I smiled because the race was over. I had finished. I sat for
a while watching the crowd, adjusting to my present state where I was holding a soda,
about to ride in a car and then take a nap.
For the first time in recent memory, all 122 entrants finished the race under the
six-hour time limit. The heaviness of the morning evaporated easily and the mood was
exuberant. Everyone I looked at smiled and congratulated me, everyone suddenly friends
with everyone else in our shared success. The biggest event out on the trail was that
someone near the front had stepped on a hornets’ nest, which everyone behind him had
quickly noticed, and the only complaint was that the candy bars at the finish weren’t king
sized, as the race director had promised.

In Praise
I don’t know the name of the road we’re on. I know it only as the road up the hill
from the bridge that crosses Buck Creek, by the cows. To get to it we drive north away
from town on the two-lane highway, over the Kansas River and the levee, past the
greenhouse and the car wash, under the Interstate highway, past the concrete teepee with
lines painted too high for me to reach marking the depth of the old floods. We don’t turn
there but keep going when the city ends and the fields open up flat and the sky is bigger,
past the store that sells homemade pie, past the power station, and the dump, and the end
of the levee, and maybe look back for a glimpse of the tall hill with the university atop it,
now the faintest of images down low against the horizon before it slides out of sight. We
get off the highway at the old white church and turn right, across Buck Creek, and turn
left at the road just past the cows and park along the ditch. Everywhere that isn’t cows or
trees or creek is com. In the early fall it’s taller than I am and glistening in rows as
straight as church pews. One week we’ll come out here and the com will be gone, with
only the broken stalks left behind by the harvesters, and soon after they’ll turn brown and
bend over and freeze.
I always notice the old white church. It’s fenced off to protect it from the
encroaching cornfields that leer and lean into the yard, and the grass is green but shaggy
and patchy. A modest steeple with a stained glass window rises from the peaked roof,
and the exterior is all wood and peeling paint that suggests many years, though the church
appears intact and serviceable. Not like the shack about a mile into our run that has
collapsed sideways as if it were dropped on a wicked witch long ago, now drowning in

tall grass. We always come to Buck Creek to do our long runs on Sunday mornings, and
the church is always empty when we drive by. I feel an affinity for it because on Sunday
mornings I would rather be worshipping in church than running with the team. It looks
like it doesn’t have the chance to do what it wants to do that morning, and I feel the same
way. I like to attend a weekly service because sometimes I need to sit and be still to
widen my small thoughts beyond the mere physical and remember with gratitude what’s
larger than myself, and church on Sunday morning is the collective where I find others of
shared sentiment with whom I can praise.
I go along with the team each week because I don’t have much choice. My coach
decides when we run, and he doesn’t schedule practice for the convenience of those who
want to do other things, because other things aren’t as important as the team and the
training. That comes first, and Sundays we run long. He’s ever practical: “Go to church
another day,” he says. “Your church doesn’t meet other days? Can’t you switch to one
that does?” So ends the conversation. My job is to show up and run even when I don’t
want to, so that’s what I concentrate on, though not without a few wistful thoughts,
edging towards resentful thoughts, edging dangerously into the territory of bitter thoughts,
for the other practice I’m missing now.
•

From the Hebrew Old Testament, the verb “sahah” is translated in English as “to
worship.” In our language it carries the meaning of ceremonies or acts done in homage.
Its Hebrew root means to depress, and it means literally to bow down. The act of bowing
prostrate in tribute to a superior happens throughout the Old Testament, often to a ruler,
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but also to a social or economic superior, and thus the common term to describe coming
before God is linked to a specific physical act. Perhaps a ritual develops over time,
linking the spiritual experience with certain acceptable acts or practices, repeated, and
then necessary, at each occasion of worship.
•

Our two white fifteen-passenger vans in procession turn left at the road just past
the cows up the hill from the creek and park along the ditch. The doors of the first van
slide open and a stream of runners on the men’s team trail out, most of them moving to
the side of the road where they stand, backs facing us, legs spread, making last-minute
preparations for the long run ahead, and when they finish, they mill and yawn and stretch
and take off extra clothes. A few pick up rocks off the gravel road and try to hit the yield
sign twenty feet away while they wait to start. They toss the rocks lazily, skinny arms
swinging forward, feet stirring up pockets of dust as they scuffle on the ground. When
one hits, the metallic thunk is followed by a hey! as everyone swings around to notice the
game and the one person with arms upraised as if in praise.
Inside our van I take a last sip from the water bottle before climbing out onto the
dirt road with the rest of the women, and already I taste the dust that sticks to my teeth.
Everywhere it hangs in the air. We decide whether to wear long sleeves or short sleeves.
The sun to the east suggests a bright day, but in the shadows beneath the trees lining the
road I shiver in my t-shirt and shorts, ready to start moving and warming up; our voices
are soft, almost reverently so, because we have little to say as we’re getting ready to start.

Coach Clark has his clipboard in hand and hat pulled low, but we need little
instruction from him because we have each decided how far we will run today and we
know where to turn around, and he’ll just be waiting at the vans for everyone to return.
He likes us running on dirt roads because they’re softer than concrete, and we don’t have
to dodge traffic when we run out in the country. He keeps a book-length Kansas atlas
with him and frequently drives out scouting new routes along rural roads, but some, like
Buck Creek, we come back to every week with unvarying dedication until the thought of
doing a Sunday morning long run anywhere else seems almost sacrilegious.
Across the road a barbed wire fence holds in the herd of dark brown cows. This
morning they gather up by the road, where they have ground the dirt beneath them into an
ebony mud. Down the hill sits a red bam, and the cow pasture rolls back to the creek
bottom and spreads north up the road the way we’ll be running. I see them along the
fence, some watching us and some ignoring us at our Sunday ritual. Bales of hay tossed
in haphazard piles occupy most of their attention, and the smell of hay and cows and
manure surrounds us and stings when it hits my face. We form a loose bunch, men’s
team and women’s team separate, and together move from a walk into a jog into a run,
heading down the hill away from the vans.
The men gradually move ahead and then out of sight. They’ll run a little farther
than we will and finish at about the same time. Some of us will go eight, some ten, some
twelve, depending. I’m feeling ten at least and decide that I’ll see how I feel when I get to
the five-mile mark where I will either turn around, or run another mile and then turn
around. Perhaps there are a dozen of us, and we run the first mile together, not

necessarily trying to stay together but not yet spreading out and speeding up and slowing
down. Laura and Paige naturally move to the front. They will speed up later and I won’t
try to stay with them, but for now we wait as our bodies awake and warm. Courtney and
Katy form a group with me. Wordlessly we divide ourselves based on speed and
distance, and behind us the rest of the team bunches and falls into a comfortable pace.
One day a week is set apart to run this far, building endurance, and on other days we run
six to eight miles, or do intervals and repeats, all of which are shorter and harder. Today
is long but not uncomfortable.
On both sides of the road are low hills of pasture and farm. At a mile and a half
the road bends to the left and cuts through a cornfield, and right before the bend on the
right we come to a bam with two ponies eating hay in the cooler morning air. As we run
by, one trots up to the fence and traces its inside edge along the road with us. The pony
stomps and snorts and shakes its head and seems happy to be alive. I smile because I
can’t help it, and as we pass our feet make a thump thump from running, which mixes
with a crunch crunch of our shoes on gravel, and when we have passed the pony runs
back up to the bam. At the house on the bend of the road live two ankle-high dogs and a
trailing puppy who are confident in their life’s purpose, and they wait quietly in the yard
for us to pass by so they can tear down the driveway yipping and panting, and stand in the
road hollering, legs taut and neck pulsing, then break off the chorus to trace circles
around and between our legs before halting and retreating back to the yard to watch us
until we’re out of sight.

Several words translate into English as “to praise,” which we think of as to
express approval or admiration. The Hebrew word used most commonly in the Old
Testament book of Psalms is “halal.” The name of the book Psalms is the Hebrew
equivalent of “praises.” The root of “halal” means “to be clear,” used originally for
sound and color. The word means “to boast, to make a show, to celebrate,” and is
expressed, for example, in response to beauty, awe, or joy. From it comes hallelujah,
translated generally as “Praise the Lord!” The other root word, “yadah,” means to “give
thanks,” or “laud praise.” Expressions of praise, whether in thanks or in celebration, are a
natural and important part of any act of worship.
•

Then we’re into the com field, and we know a car heads our way because we see
the plume of dust above the cornstalks before it rounds the bend. It slows and passes
wide and I lift a hand to say good morning, but the driver, a man with thick-rimmed
glasses and a baseball cap pulled low with gray hair at the temples, leaning forward over
the steering wheel of his Chevy pickup with the bench seat, looks neither to the right nor
to the left and does not acknowledge us. The road heads straight for the creek before
bending again to the right and curving, then crosses the creek where it splits and we
follow the branch over the bridge onto Buck Creek road. The trees are suddenly taller
along the creek, and the muted water a dozen feet below drips like syrup over the rocks
and mud. At this comer someone on the men’s team once thought he saw a rattlesnake
on the road, and Coach Clark then warned us to beware of snakes, but now the solemn
corridor and the dim light under the branches arcing overhead create a reverent space we

pass through in cathedral silence, among fingers of sun twisting through the leaves and
dotting the shadowed ground like stained glass.
We speak sparingly, but I don’t mind the company of like-minded pilgrims. We
chattered easily as we started the run, and we chirped at each other on the drive out and
will do so all the way home, but now we are quiet and my thoughts turn inward, reflecting
on the week past and the week ahead. The small worries of life that usually press and feel
big seem softer now on this morning in this place that’s set apart from the everyday. The
Sunday long run feels like a pivot in the passing of days because we break our routine to
run farther, and I wonder if the runners beside me share those thoughts. Then we emerge
into the sunlight again, and we pass the farmhouse with the sign by the mailbox, “eggs 4
sale,” and a rooster crows, his calls regular as a church bell, from somewhere beyond the
house set back from the road against the side of a hill. When we pass the mailbox and the
road dips before straightening we’ve come four miles. We keep running, three across,
and the road is empty and ours.
Here the hills push back and the road flattens, and on windy days or rainy days the
air rushes unobstructed across the corn-pocked plain and batters at us for the next mile.
Today the air is still, and far ahead I pick out the small dark shapes of teammates and can
tell even from here the gait of the runner and match that to the person. I can tell Laura
from the arch of her back, and the way her elbows hook when they pull backwards, and
the way her toes trace the faintest arc to the outside when she brings a step forward. I can
tell Paige by her shoulders always lightly tense, which brings her arm-swing higher along
her body, and the tilt of her head forward which means her eyes are down, and the low
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rise of her feet off the ground like she’s about to fall into a shuffle. They are a couple of
minutes ahead of us. Farther ahead, the men’s team runs where the road bends to the
west before turning north again and their silhouettes are dark against the green and
shadow of more com in the distance.
At the end of the long straight where the road bends again is five miles, and I keep
going to six miles because I don’t want to turn around yet, not now when my arms and
my breathing and my legs are all working together so well. Here Katy and Courtney turn
around and their departure brings a sudden stillness as only my footsteps and my
breathing make noise, and the cornfields close in along the side of the road. I look deep
between the stalks but get lost in a tangle of leaves and stems that rise to a bulb atop as
high as my head, which means it’s been a good year according to my grandpa who grows
com a few miles from here. When it’s a good year for com he’ll stand his relatives who
come to visit at the edge of the field and take pictures of it rising above our heads.
•

The Hebrew language of the Old Testament had between 5,000 and 8,000
vocabulary words and did not have many terms to express abstract ideas. The Koine
Greek language of the New Testament was considerably larger and had as many as
40,000 words. English today, according to some estimates, has more than 900,000 words.
A single Hebrew word is used to describe the act of worship, but a variety of Greek words
are translated into English as “to worship.” Some words describe the physical act of
bowing down, like the Hebrew “sahah,” but others suggest the feeling one should have of
awe or devotion, which is then expressed in actions of reverence. “Eusebeo” is translated

as both “to worship,” and “to show piety,” the latter in the book of I Timothy regarding
obligation expressed in a practical way to any to whom regard is owed. Vine’s Complete
Expository Dictionary notes that the word “worship” is not defined in the Bible, and may
be broadly considered as “the direct acknowledgment of G od,. . . whether by the
outgoing of the heart in praise or thanksgiving or by deed done in such acknowledgment.”
•

Another mile and I meet Paige and Laura who have turned around before me, and
up ahead I see the mailbox under the low and wide oak tree that droops over the road by
the house that sits by itself out here. At the mailbox I turn around to head back, and when
I do the sun falls no longer on my back but in my eyes. All the way out we watched our
shadows on the ground in front and slanting to the left and rolling over the uneven gravel
ruts and bending into ditches and disappearing in the shade and reappearing again. Now I
forget about my shadow behind me and remember the sun overhead gaining strength as
the day approaches noon. The sky is empty of clouds but full of blue, the kind of blue
that could reach from between tree leaves and grab me by the front of the shirt if it
wanted to. Now that I’m alone the vans seem far far away, and the sky huge, and the only
way to get back is just to keep running, and I can’t think of anything I’d rather be doing.
Then everything at once: the sky without clouds but full of blue, and the com
taller than my head, and the trees down by the creek swooshing in the breeze and making
a sound so low I hear it only when I’m not listening, and the ponies up the road frolicking
because it’s a cool morning, and birds skimming low to the south in formation, their faint
cries scattering in droplets below them, and the horizon of uneven hills, and the dirt road

that stretches straight and flat. I’ve been running for six miles and I don’t want to stop
because the movement is perfect right now and I feel like my body was created to run
long. To do so now seems to be the best expression I have of being a creature that crawls
through both a physical world and a spiritual one because I remember at once my purpose
in both. I forget that an hour ago I wanted to be sitting in church because I’m filled with
large thoughts, about God and existence and humility and joy, and the large thoughts have
room to stretch out under the wide sky between com fields on the dirt road without cars,
like they belong there and not cooped up inside a building. So I run.
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Into the Far Curve
Across the grass by the starting line, runners gathered and a meet official checked
off names. Entrants from a range of Midwestern universities gathered around the man in
the polo shirt wearing the visor, with the clipboard and the list, and as he spoke they
stretched their calves, bounced up and down, sipped from water bottles, stood with hands
on hips, tied and retied shoes, and straightened bib numbers, fidgeting and worrying about
last-minute details while waiting to hear their names. Typical of a late-season race, there
were a few runners hoping for a qualifying time for the national meet, and they would
take the race out honest. No one cared about places in this race as much as they did
times. In a few more weeks, come conference meets and regional qualifiers, place would
matter and different strategies would emerge, but tonight, everyone was out to get a solid
race in before the pressure increased with the end of the season. After the long grind of
the indoor season and a few weeks of spotty weather outdoors, they were fit and fast and
eager to fly on this windless evening in late April in central Iowa.
I had run my race earlier that afternoon, before the stadium lights were turned on,
while the air still rolled heavy across my arms, and grasshoppers, slowed by the sun,
bounded lazily across sidewalks and bounced against my shins as I jogged a nearby trail
to cool down. I can’t remember my place or my time, but do remember I ran the 1500
meters. The flavor of what’s left in my mind of that race is not quite sweet, but not bitter
or sour either, which means, I think, I was satisfied with my effort, if not necessarily my
time. I can’t be sure. By the peak of every season I was usually in excellent shape but
never content because it was easy to always want to be faster. At least, that’s how I

describe things now, after a few years have added a heavy coating to the once sharp and
light desire to be faster, which used to have free reign in my daily thoughts. That impulse
is not foreign to me yet, but I’m not sure I can ever restore it to its original shine now that
I’ve let it sit still and neglected. Nor do I think I’ll ever want to.
On that night, sated by adrenaline come and gone, as one resting after a large
meal, I sat on the grass next to the track to watch the other runners, happy that my work
was done for the day and indifferent to the dozens of athletes sitting nearby still waiting
to compete. The air was cooling, the light dimming, and the shadows sharpening.
Perhaps a slight breeze played through the tall trees surrounding the stadium, freshening
the air by chasing off the heat, but I can’t be sure the air moved or trees rustled.
The stadium bleachers that rose on the other side of the track, over by the starting
line, were the only horizon I could see, and I imagined the world stretching away from
this moment flat and pocked with rows of new com, the scenery I saw on the bus ride
over from Kansas. The stadium lights enclosed the track in its own dome, the sky behind
it impenetrable in contrast. I took off my shoes and socks and felt the grass cool the
backs of my legs while I leaned back on bent arms, feet crossed, and watched the next
race begin.
At the sound of the gun, the line of men broke forward for the 800, accelerating
quickly. Their faces registered a furious calm, rage about to break open, as they sprinted
from the line. They held their lanes around the first curve, but at the start of the back
straight they collapsed into a pack against the inner rail. A few people who won position
after the initial push forged to the front to argue out the pace. At the back, some

desperate runners, out of the race already, clung weakly to the main group. In the middle,
a jockeying, elbowing horde took shape.
Elsewhere across the stadium, patches of people watched the events on the track,
but the half-mile race was one of dozens that day being run in quick succession, along
with simultaneous jumping and throwing events on the field inside the track. The echo of
the starting gun involuntarily arrested attention down to the track, and a small ripple of
crowd noise followed, but the race was underway amid a backdrop of people leaving and
entering the stadium, athletes warming up for their own events, others sleeping or talking
or stretching or eating, spectators wandering the aisles. Like every track meet, it was a
mish mash of hundreds of people, everyone with his or her own purpose, everyone’s
attention pulled to a different thing, and the runners on the track fought amongst
themselves at their private contest. Out on the track, the crowd was miles away, and the
noise it made became a dull throb that dropped behind everything else.
Mims, one of my teammates, a freshman, forced a spot just behind the frontrunners and fought off the challengers around him who wanted to dart ahead. He was
taller than most of the field, and his blue jersey caught my eye, so I yelled out his name as
he went by. I doubt he heard me. They hit the first 200 meters fast, too fast perhaps,
because Coach Clark shrieked at him to settle down. The first 200 in such a short race is
all adrenaline and nerve, and after that the weight of the undertaking begins to set in.
Like a mouthful of foam before tasting liquid, there is no pain for the first quarter of a
half mile. However, the debt incurred from too hasty a charge will beg for repayment
later.
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I heard a similar version of the standard pre-race speech dozens of times before
my races so I know it must have been the same for Mims. “Don’t go crazy in the first
200. Someone’s gonna go crazy, but don’t let it be you,” Coach Clark would say to his
young half milers, the ones with speed who were just learning how to race. Sometimes
they listened, but prudence often got trampled in the midst of that opening stampede.
“Okay,” they would always nod, as if they had really taken in the words even as
their eyes darted past him to the other runners warming up.
“I mean it. You go out in 22, you’ll be hurting that last 300 and they’ll tear you
apart.” He would look up from his clipboard as he said this, his face tight to keep his
heavy glasses on his nose. On his clipboard would be pages of handwritten times and
names and calculations of paces and lap splits.
“Okay.” Another nod, mouth open, arms crossed, sweat dripping off the forehead.
“If you have the confidence to run under control in the first lap, no matter what
those guys do, you can be right there with ’em at the end.” My coach would say this
straight-faced, but there were a lot of qualifiers. Maybe Mims would go out smart, and
maybe he would be strong enough to close with the others, and maybe he wouldn t talk
himself out of it when he found himself in their midst with half a lap to go and the front
runners starting to take off.
Now I watched Coach Clark make a mark on his clipboard and run down the
fence in front of me, along the back straightaway in the direction of the finish line. He
had more than a dozen runners to look after tonight, and he would get every split of every
heat of every race they were in, but with Mims his voice was a little more insistent, a little
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higher and more shrill. Mims was one of his personal recruits, one who might have gone
to other places, who maybe even could have stayed here in his hometown to run for this
university. But Clark had lured Mims to Kansas, and now he wanted his investment to
fulfill its potential.
Mims held his position near the front through the second curve and back around
toward the finish line for the first lap. Coach Clark marked his time and yelled something
perfunctory from across the way, which I heard but probably no one else. His voice
blended into the general chatter that swirled at their feet like falling snow on a highway,
kicked up and scattered when they zoomed by.
Still cobbled together in a pack at this midpoint, the runners passed the line within
a few strides of each other. It was all pretense and show, as almost everyone had arrived
together at lap one, so almost everyone was still a contender. In an event where the first
and last places are separated by a handful of seconds, the first lap is easy because
everyone can hold the pace set by the front for at least half the race. On the second lap,
however, when every runner holds nothing in reserve and feels like he’s running as fast as
he can, everyone slows down, so the winner becomes the one who can hold the longest to
the initial pace.
For another hundred meters around the curve at the top of the track, the pack held.
Within it, the runners traded places, fought each other for room along the inside lanes,
elbowed to gain space, snuck into gaps just behind the shoulders of someone ahead, and
looked generally uncomfortable with their tight quarters. Still the front of the group
stayed packed in a tight wall that held everyone back. To breach that wall, someone from
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behind would have to come all the way around, into lane three, surging fast enough to get
ahead with enough space to move back into lane one without cutting anyone off. Likely,
no one would try such a move on a curve because the runner would have to surge ahead
of everyone while at the same time making up for the extra distance that comes from
running wide around a comer, which takes too much energy.
The front-runners had the advantage in that no one could get by without moving
around them and covering extra ground, but they also couldn’t see what was happening
behind. If someone made a dash and the front-runner didn’t realize it until that person
was beside or in front, he would lose precious split seconds reacting. Also, if the field is
content to stay in a pack, then the front-runner is setting the pace. He can protect his
position by pushing hard and trying to shake the others off the pack, or he can
purposefully slow the pace and force someone to jump ahead. The outward movement of
the race is the combination of a dozen different strategies all working at once, in reaction
to the movement of everyone else, and all unspoken.
They came around the first curve again, now 300 meters left, and in the front the
leader, in a black singlet, took a few quick glances over his shoulder. His strides were
short and choppy. Someone was bound to be coming after him; it had to happen soon as
there wasn’t much race left. He glanced first over the outside shoulder, turning his head a
few degrees without losing rhythm, then looked inward, but nothing was happening. A
dozen runners gathered behind like a cresting wave. He looked forward again and tensed
his shoulders just a bit as if readying himself for the awaited blow. Behind him they
roiled and bunched, everyone pushing to the front of the pack but no one bursting forward

to take over the race. I sat close to this part of the track and looked up from my grassy
spot to see his eyes framed in the negative space of the chain link fence as he came right
at me on the curve. In his eyes I remember tension, perhaps because that’s what I felt.
I remember those moments clearly. I watched Mims race dozens of times over the
several years we were teammates, didn’t talk to him much, and had many other
teammates I knew better. Most of that night blends with every other race because they
are starting to all become one in looking back. I can’t even distinguish anymore between
most of my own races, let alone those of others to which I was an idle witness. But parts
of that night, the parts that are important, remain distinct in my mind. I wonder
sometimes if Mims remembers the night like I do, or if he remembers at all, or if it has
fallen away into his memory as one of dozens of races that he can no longer distinguish.
I was a simple spectator, removed from the action and only the smallest voice that
made up the chorus to the runners. I can describe only what I saw that day, and fill in a
few gaps, and I had never seen him race like that before. He was there the whole time,
mixed in with the bunch of them because he knew he fit. As is often the rule in sport, if
you think you belong, and play with confidence so that others know you belong, then you
belong. That’s as much as anyone else out there has.
Finally came the move. Three hundred meters to go and it was about time
someone blew that pack apart and made a real race out of it. Coming off the curve, Mims
jumped to the front. He slid out of the pack and rolled forward with a perfectly played
acceleration. In a split second the pack strung out and Mims escaped with his surge,
gapping the leaders, leaving them stunned but regrouping quickly.

A burst of noise from the crowd followed the action with the slight delay of
thunder after a lightning bolt, the time it took for the spectators to notice the race and then
react. Like a thunderclap that keeps rolling, those who weren’t watching reacted to the
noise of those who were, adding their own roar to the initial snap, and the air that had
settled on the Iowa evening was electrified as if by a sudden spring storm.
If the move itself, though exciting, was not altogether unexpected because
someone had to jump eventually, the one who made the move was unexpected, at least to
those who knew him. Coach Clark darted down along the chain link fence in his jeans
and overcoat and hiking boots trying to catch Mims at the comer, shrieking at him to
calm down, to wait, not to go yet. Mims wasn’t strong enough to go all out from 300
meters back and he would never make it. Coach Clark ran to the edge of the track yelling
up at the tall thin shapes that rolled by, his words lost into the air as they passed, and they
were already gone by the time he got close.
“Is that Mims?” Around me my teammates perked up, whispering, then their
voices growing. “What’s he doing?” We knew where he was supposed to be in this race,
and it wasn’t on his own up front with less than a lap left. “He’ll never make it.”
Someone behind me called his name and it carried across the infield, sparking a series of
echoes from others. A few hopped up from their seats and ran to the fence to see better,
and perhaps I was one of them.
If he could hold his place for less than a minute, he would make it. Everyone was
at top speed now with only half a lap left, and he maintained his lead. His jersey had
come untucked and billowed, his bib number flapped, he drove his knees high and

forward, his hands were clenched, his face calm but his eyes wide, his smooth, shaved
head shiny with sweat. I remember that he wore no socks, and the ring of lights glaring
overhead cast a hundred shadows that spun outward from each footfall and then faded as
a new footfall and new shadows fell a few feet ahead.
Into the far curve he went with the field trailing, strung out now in even intervals.
Every runner moved into the comer with the same slight dip of the inside shoulder and
slight lean of the body to balance against the pull of the curve, feet landing just outside
the inner line of the inside lane. I wonder if I held my breath. A hundred meters left now
and they moved into the final straightaway. The noise in the stadium had been building
steadily over the last minute and now increased even more on cue for the climax. From
where I stood on the other side of the track, I couldn’t see their faces anymore or hear
their breathing. I could see just their profiles. Against the background of night under a
full spectmm of lights overhead, their bodies were golden and they floated. Mims ahead,
still holding his gap, arms almost flailing as he reached forward, legs almost stumbling as
he willed his body to cover the most ground possible with every step, and in so much
motion his rhythm never wavered.
That moment didn’t need me to see it to make it beautiful. It doesn’t need me
now to remember it as beautiful. It was complete on its own already, and I could but
recognize it.
Then his form broke. Where it had been a fluid rhythm now there was discord
that meant he was slowing. It was nothing dramatic or even noticeable to the casual
watcher. Maybe a step came a fraction slower, or the knee did not lift as high, or the
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shoulders tensed just a bit higher, but within a moment too short to wonder at, something
came slightly out of alignment. Mims was done for, I knew. He knew. Coach Clark
knew. The other racers knew. Within a couple of seconds he had broken even further,
now laboring, his muscles suffocating, drowning in lactic acid. His body could no longer
sustain the effort, and at that point no mental strength could overcome the physiological
breakdown of oxygen transport to the muscles. Around me the cheering faltered, then
renewed again for someone else to win. He had a solid gap on the field and less than ten
seconds, if that, to reach the finish line, but the only thing left to happen was the closing
of the pack upon him. First one, who danced by him with a freshness that intensified
Mims’ struggle. Then another, then several, and soon nearly the entire field, strung out,
one by one, had passed him. He fought off one last runner at the finish line with a dreary
lean, then nearly collapsed.
The finished runners stood on the track, some bent over and grabbing their knees
and gasping, others walking with hands clasped atop their head, others stumbling and
holding their sides. Winners and losers feel pain equally, but after a good race it’s sharp
and satisfying and flees because the mind is at ease. After a bad race, the physical pain
throbs dully and tangles itself with the mental anguish of embarrassment, second guesses,
and excuses welling up for indulgence. Mims sat for a while in the finish area among the
bustle of a race finishing and another race beginning. A crowd of fresh runners
assembled on the track while meet officials tried to shoo miscellaneous people out of the
way. The gun sounded and the crowd rippled again, and then the finish area emptied.
Someone walked by with a cup of water, and I saw Mims reach up to take it. He took a
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sip, then held the cup for a while, then put it on the ground beside him as he walked
away. The race had taken less than two minutes.
I was sitting in the grass when he returned to his bag. His spikes were untied but
still on. He dumped a pile of clothes on top of the unzipped duffle before flopping into a
folding chair, elbows on his knees, hands and head hanging. Teammates walked by and
someone rubbed his head. Some said his name and told him good job, to which he
sometimes replied. There is no easy reply, as the phrase is empty and the recipient is
thinking nothing good about the race. The forlorn athlete wants to be left alone to forget
that everyone now consoling him just saw him play so boldly and not succeed. Every
consolation is another person who witnessed the collapse, a reminder that so many people
were feeling sorry for him. I didn’t say anything to Mims while he sat near me.
Coach Clark had only numbers on his clipboard to show his athlete. He came
directly, kneeled, and thrust the clipboard before Mims, holding his stopwatch out to
review and record the splits while talking at him. Mims nodded, Coach Clark talked
some more, always admonishing first before offering any sympathy, which would be
something perfunctory along the lines of, “You’ll get ‘em next time,” or, “Well, it was a
good try, but you’re just not in that kind of shape yet.” I heard Clark’s inflection rise with
a question. He waited for Mims to nod that he understood, the question having to do with
pace. He was showing his athlete what the race looked like broken into segments and
split times, and they weren’t right, some too fast, resulting in others being too slow.
“That’s what happened out there,” Coach Clark said, pointing at his numbers. “Can you
see what happened?”

His parents came by and tried to talk to him, but he didn’t lift his head. They left
him alone then, though later that night I saw him them all walking together. His mom
had her arm across his shoulders, and maybe she pulled him into a hug, cooing softly into
his ear or kissing his cheek. The other two University of Kansas runners in the race came
by to get him for a cool down jog. They sat quietly beside him for a few minutes until he
finally kicked off his spikes and put his shoes and socks back on. Then he slipped on a tshirt over his singlet and pulled on a pair of pants, and the group jogged out of the
stadium into darkness.

A Traveling Narrative
Past the musk ox farm now — there’s one grazing at the very back of the paddock
but none up by the fence — and that’s the five mile mark, which on any other day might
mean halfway done, or even more than halfway done, but not today when five miles is
simply a bad place to start thinking about how much distance is left because subtracting
five from 26.2 comes out to more than 20, and it’s the more-than-20 that’s intimidating.
But for now I’m still in the woods down where it’s flat, and I don’t have to start worrying
about the big hill for a few miles, so I keep moving and trying to hold back the thoughts
that wonder with just a hint of mutiny about running another twenty including that huge
hill a few miles away. Those thoughts will escape later when I’m too tired to hold them
back, so they wait and plot strategy and I spread my mind wide, casting for something
else, and my mind thinks on long journeys.

Five miles done from 26.2 is about a fifth, and about a fifth is like an hour and a
half into a drive between Lawrence, Kansas, and Colorado Springs, which puts me in
Junction City, where my grandmother grew up, a fact that my mom tells me whenever
Junction City comes up in conversation because she never remembers she’s told me
before. I made that drive back and forth for most of my life, sixty times at least, and it
became an oft-repeated note from childhood on, through college, always repeated several
times a year, always striking with the same intonation: resounding long and flat but
growing richer with each repetition until it could carry the weight of a chorus. I hear it
still even from Alaska where I’m six miles into a marathon that promises to be hard, but
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not as long as that drive, which is a different kind of hard. As I run up the road towards
another trail, a guy rides by on his bike and cheers for me, and I like that even though I
don’t know him.
First we moved to Colorado Springs and my dad drove the Ryder move-it-yourself
van and my mom followed in the black minivan right behind us with my three brothers,
and for a long stretch I got to ride with my dad where it was quiet, just the two of us. He
drove and I read and watched him use the side mirror to watch the minivan. From
Colorado we drove back to eastern Kansas to visit the grandparents, sometimes for
Christmas and sometimes for Thanksgiving and at least once every summer for a week in
early June. When we were too little to sit still for the nine-hour trip my mom filled
grocery bags with popcorn for snacks because it was cheap, and she took out the middle
seat in the van and covered the floor with blankets where we could sit cross-legged and
listen to tapes. Somewhere around Salina she made us take a nap, but there was a tiny
hole in the floor where the bench seat clicked in, and I could look like I was taking a nap
when I was actually looking through the hole at the ground a couple feet below rushing by
at 70 miles an hour.
Through high school we kept driving from Colorado to Kansas for visits with
grandparents and cousins and aunts and uncles and old friends. Then we went for my
grandma’s funeral, and then we went to make sure grandpa was doing OK by himself.
Then I moved to Lawrence for college and started making the same drive for holidays and
summer vacation in reverse. When my brother Will joined me in Lawrence we drove
together in his little red pickup with no cruise control or air conditioning listening to his

CDs because the only radio stations we could get between Junction City and Limon, an
hour and a half from home, were AM stations repeating the prices of com and milo and
soy, wondering about the weather, and broadcasting community dances upcoming in
Oakley and Hays and Russell.
•

At mile eight, a bald man named Keith runs up beside me and past. Ahead his
friend hands him a water bottle, and as he slows to accept it, I move past him. Moments
later he glides past me, but then I pass him while he stands in the bushes facing away
from the trail. Then he passes me again. We’re on the road now before the four-mile
ascent of Ester Dome, and a car full of cheering people drives by and shouts at him. He
looks up but doesn’t break his stride, and I watch his shirt billow against the hollow
formed by the curve at the small of his back, and a circle of sweat forms on his shirt.
When we hit a small incline Keith slows almost imperceptibly and I move past him again.
As I go by he tells me he’ll pace off me, since I’m steady and he’s erratic. I nod and
smile. Steady. I get that a lot. The hill steepens and I keep pushing and Keith drops off
and disappears.

One year near the beginning of college, before Will and his truck, my dad drove
out to visit his dad, then drive me back to Colorado for the summer. We started early
from Lawrence while the sun was behind us. The van cast shadows ahead when we
curved through the Flint Hills in eastern Kansas, before the flat, when the horizon drops
into gulleys pocked with cottonwoods that mean water. He waited an hour or so after we

started before broaching his idea with me, to take the back way instead of 1-70. We
always take 1-70, which runs across the country from Baltimore to the edge of the Great
Basin in Nevada and cuts Kansas in half like a hot dog bun, wide and flat and fast with its
semis and gas stations and chain restaurants, and the tallest thing to break the landscape
for hundreds of miles of com and wheat is the off-ramp that crosses over the interstate to
the Stuckey’s where you can buy 3 t-shirts for $10.
“I’m tired of 1-70,” he said. “And I’ve never been along 24 across the whole state,
and it won’t take much longer.” He showed me the atlas, where 1-70 cuts across straight,
built for the truckers and tourists heading to Denver and the mountains that rise up hazy
an hour past the state border. Highway 24 meanders to the north, linking towns and
crossing back and forth for the farmers in pickups who want to wander between Glasco
and Glen Elder and Studley in no hurry, and instead of interstate off-ramps to bypass the
towns, the highway goes right down main street and forces the drivers to slow to the
speed of mid-prairie Kansas on a hot afternoon. “This bit here,” he pointed to the thirtymile detour north to get to 24, shrugging to downplay the extra distance, “that’s just a few
miles. Plus, I’ve never been to these parts of the state before.” I was driving through
Topeka as he made his case, no doubt practiced and polished during the drive out. Home
was hours and hours away no matter how efficiently we traveled, and I hated the idea of
prolonging an already arduous day, but I said nothing.
My dad has always liked traveling and making lists. He has a list of every county
in Kansas so he can visit them all and then check them off the list. He wants to visit
every national park in the country, and throw Canada in there too. He wants to visit the

highest point in every state. A few years ago he read an article about a man on a quest to
visit every McDonald’s in the country, and then he told us about it and we all laughed like
the man was crazy, but my dad didn’t laugh like the man was crazy, he just laughed along
with my brothers and me. I heard in his voice the same admiration twisted into
nonchalance that forces itself into my voice when I talk about the people who run
ultramarathons, a hundred miles at a time through deserts and mountains. That’s
something I’ll probably never do but will always watch from afar with a part of me
wishing I would. Those runners have taken my pursuit to its extreme and have shown me
to be a lightweight, I who run only standard marathons.
“Plus,” and this was the kicker, dropped as I fought between protesting my own
impatience and indulging my dad’s idea of adventure, “we’ll go right through Cawker
City so we can see The World’s Largest Ball of Twine.” I let that be enough to persuade
me, the promise of the legendary ball of twine of the high plains. It’s seventy miles north
of 1-70, so despite the temptation of a detour, the thought of hours more driving through
com and flat is always too much to bear halfway through that unending drive. A
legendary landmark in northcentral Kansas, the twine gamers higher regard than the
world’s largest prairie dog, the five-legged cow, the world’s deepest hand-dug well, and
even Mt. Sunflower, the highest point in the state. The world’s largest prairie dog and the
five-legged cow are made of plywood, I’ve heard, and cost money to see. Mt. Sunflower
is the top of a gentle slope adjacent to the Colorado border, on private property. A well,
hand-dug or not, is still just a hole in the ground. But The World’s Largest Ball of Twine
is real and big and sits under its own pavilion on the main street of Cawker City.
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We turned right at Junction City and took the two-lane state highway 77 north to
Clay Center and traveled through the same scenery at 55 miles an hour instead of 70.
•

It is the claiming of everything that has come before. I have slowly forced my
body into something stronger by adding a little drop every day to fill the cup. Sometimes
I try to rush the process, with disastrous results — injury, sickness, exhaustion. But I’m
also afraid to lose any days that aren’t expressly put toward the overall goal, and the
distinction between too much and enough is so precarious I often stumble between the
two. A day off to rest is necessary, but too many days off and the little drops that I’ve
been hoarding for months and years will start to evaporate and I won’t even notice. It’s a
slow process. Daily it’s painful. But on this day I have taken hold of the strength
amassed thus far and set out to see what are the results of the project, not because it will
be pleasant necessarily, but because I want the feeling of being done and having done
something.

After lunch we stopped to see The World’s Largest Ball of Twine. Our route
went right through the middle of downtown Cawker City and we knew it was coming up.
We’d been waiting all morning. We slowed through town looking for it.
“It’s supposed to be right along Wisconsin Street,” my dad said. He had a
guidebook open. He always had guidebooks. “Do you see it?’
We drove down the street through town, my dad looking out one side and me
scouring the other side; no twine. How could we miss it? We knew we had hit the edge

of town when buildings turned into fields, so we turned around and drove back, each
looking now along the other side of the street for a large ball of twine under a pavilion.
No twine. We parked the van and sat for a moment. I could feel the large ball of twine
somewhere close. Where could it be hiding?
Finally we got out and went into the store we had parked in front of. It was a
weekday morning and the town was quiet. A woman stood behind a counter and a bell
above the door jangled when we walked in. Everything about the room felt dusty. We
asked about the twine. She looked bored and pointed one finger out the window and
across the street. Perhaps she spent hours every day staring at it. I turned and squinted,
and there it was, set back from the street under a pavilion, waiting for us to approach.
•

At some point along Ester Dome Road I become aware of my wandering thoughts
and with that sudden awareness I try to follow them, so they can no longer travel freely.
The awareness triggers self-consciousness and then my thoughts come out only in words
as I would write them down. And then I write down in my mind that I am writing down
my thoughts and the tangle becomes too much so I stare ahead at Heidi, the woman ahead
of me, who has come back slightly but is still too far away for me to think about trying to
pull up to her. I want to so badly because she is only a hundred meters ahead, but my
body won’t allow anything more than the thought. I’m tom between the competitive
impulse that’s hard to stifle and the awareness that just finishing will be more than
enough to occupy all my strength today, so I wait and watch her.

The course leaves the road onto a snow machine trail that keeps going up, now
steeper, over roots and through birch trees, past the bumed-out car left along the trail with
all the windows broken, and I wonder how it got there. Then through the clearing with
the old fire ring and some empty aluminum cans half buried in the dirt. I glimpse
blueberry bushes down by my ankles. I keep slowing to conserve energy because at the
top of the dome so far away the race is still less than half done, and my jog might as well
be a walk. A woman who is walking and gripping a water bottle in one hand passes me
with an assertive stride, and ahead and behind people shuffle and walk and shuffle, hands
on thighs up the hill as if this makes the going any easier.
•

My dad took the same picture that everyone takes when they see The World’s
Largest Ball of Twine, of me standing in front next to the sign: Thrift + Patience =
Success. The same picture appears on a dozen web sites, the homemade-travelogue type
made by the people who document their cross-country adventures to quaint tourist traps.
The person smiles at the camera and the twine reclines behind, content in its command of
the scene. After the photo I walked around it trailing my hand along the thousands of
strands that cross the surface and tried to follow a single one until I got lost. It had a
certain beauty, the beauty of something ugly that smells like mildew, that had been
touched by thousands of people. Thrift + Patience = Success.
As with any specialized community, various members all know each other even if
they’re not friends, and contention arises between them about obscure technicalities that
can seem trivial to outsiders. The community of makers of the world’s largest balls of

twine is no different, and parties representing three different balls of twine each make an
outright claim to the official title based on the particulars of their case.
The oldest and most respected ball of twine, according to some, lives in Darwin,
Minnesota, and its loving maker, Francis Johnson, built it by wrapping twine for four
hours a day between 1950 and 1979, when he made it to the Guinness Book, a record that
lasted until 1994. Legend has it the auspicious beginning came when he wrapped a length
of twine around two fingers. Then, perhaps pausing to take a breath, he decided to keep
winding. Did he feel, back then, the weight of the future, which would eventually weigh
17,400 lbs.? Did he catch a whiff of infamy beneath the sour odor of that ubiquitous farm
implement? At the time of its completion it was indeed The World’s Largest Ball of
Twine at 11 feet high and 40 feet in circumference. Now it has a place of honor under a
pavilion behind Plexiglas walls in downtown Darwin.
•

After a couple miles we come off the trail back onto the road to the top of the
dome, and it looms now above me while the thin road traces an ever more distant path to
the top. Earlier, down in the shadows when the air was frosty, I had on gloves and a hat,
and now they are sweaty and balled into my gripped hands. The sun stings when I raise
my eyes to look forward and up, and a boy handing out water sees my Kansas t-shirt.
“Rock chalk Jayhawk,” he says. I nod and take a cup of water.
Running well takes years to realize. Some athletes emerge at once, brilliant, but
they are the exception and even then they are not at their peak until much later, once they
have put in the miles. It cannot happen without the miles. Natural talent means nothing
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without training behind it to push the body along to a new level. I remember a day in
seventh grade when I panted around the block without stopping and felt like a real athlete.
One mile. Like building a giant ball of twine, at first progress comes quickly and every
day improvements are visible without looking too hard. But the bigger it gets, the harder
it is to see the growth. The larger the diameter, the more twine needed to increase the
diameter. The slow process of physiological changes takes years of daily training and
now, thousands of miles later, a single mile is not even enough for a warm-up, and still
my body is soft and weak compared to the women ahead of me who have run decades
worth of marathons.
•

Frank Stoeber, a farmer who lived near Cawker City, Kansas, responded to
Johnson’s twine ball by starting his own in 1953 as a direct rival. He chased Johnson for
the rest of his life, and when he died in 1974, he left Cawker City, and the world, a ball of
twine that was 39 feet in circumference, a foot smaller than Johnson’s and thus simply a
really big ball of twine but not the biggest. It seems death had intervened to defeat a life
goal so close to realization. But the good citizens of Cawker City continued the quest in
his name and kept building his ball of twine until it bested Johnson’s, and it became the
world’s largest in spirit if not in official title, weighing 17,554 lbs., almost nine tons, in
2003, though no scale can measure how much love went into any ball of twine. It too has
a place of honor in downtown Cawker City under a pavilion, but this ball of twine
belongs to the people and is out in the open. Admirers come up to it and trace their
fingers along its twisting strands, thinking the same big thoughts of the man who thought
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so big he created a really big ball of twine. And each year Cawker City celebrates its
favorite farmer with a twine-a-thon, where citizens bring their own twine and keep adding
to the giant ball. They celebrated fifty years in 2003, and it’s still growing to this day.
•

The view on the way to the top of the dome is wide. When I first moved to
Alaska I drove up there and saw everything stretching away into wilderness so close and
so big it made me dizzy. Now I feel dizzy because I’ve been running uphill for 45
minutes and the top keeps pulling away. Even if I stopped running now I’d still have to
walk to get to the top and find a ride down, but I’m not thinking seriously of stopping, no,
only hypothetically, really, because even though I’m still less than halfway done I’ll get
through this and then I’ll be able to say I ran a marathon, check that one off the list,
though I’ve forgotten now why that’s a thing I ever wanted to say.

Now, the folks over in Darwin have argued that a ball of twine built by a group of
people isn’t the same as a ball of twine built by one man, and the record ought to reflect
that. They could keep making theirs bigger, but theirs is pure, built by Johnson alone, and
they’re going to leave it that way, untouched in its Plexiglas castle. Let the world judge.
Let theirs remain The World’s Largest Ball of Twine (Built by One Man).
In 1992, while the argument over whether more than one person could build a ball
of twine and make it legitimate as the world’s largest continued, a Texas millionaire
rolled his challenge up to the table. He claimed another World’s Largest Ball of Twine,
and indeed it was. This baby was big, 41.5 feet worth of paradigm shift in the elite world

of large-scale twine balling. But it was made of plastic twine and weighed a paltry
12,000 lbs., and that, as anyone knows who knows anything about large balls of twine, is
not world-record material. Except that it was. Good thing Johnson died before he saw
his official record stolen.
The plastic ball of twine was made using a system of pulleys, and it took only four
years to make, and the Texas millionaire didn’t make it alone. He had help from friends.
Various Midwesterners voiced a shrill protest, which carried echoes of tradition and
doing things the way they’ve always been done. This Texas concoction was no lifetime
labor of love. This wasn’t made by one man or even a group of people in honor of one
man. It wasn’t made of sisal twine, the twine of the farmers used to bind bales of hay,
collected from neighboring farms only as fast as the cows could eat the hay. It was
plastic, and multicolored, and made by machines in four years. Balls of twine should be
twine colored and wound by hand and take decades of sacrifice.

From mile 12 through mile 17,1 run along the top of Ester Dome, out two and a
half miles and then back and down the last nine miles to the finish. Along the top the
trail goes up and down short wicked hills that seem harder and longer than the one to the
top because my legs are dead, and the hills keep battering and battering one after the
other. The women ahead have already turned around and pass me on the way back while
I’m still going out. After counting everyone in front of me I learn that I’m in 7th place
with another pair of women less than a minute behind. For the last hour no women have

passed me, and I’ve seen none up ahead to think about passing, and topping the dome was
enough to make me forget ever wanting anyone else to compete against.
Now the competitive element of the challenge comes back to mind, now that I’m
up the hill and over halfway done and overall it’s mostly downhill from here, as if that
makes the last stretch somehow easier. Someone I can’t see waits behind threatening my
position that I had thought secure. The woman who’s ahead has a couple minutes on me,
a few hundred meters at most, and I imagine that maybe I can sneak up on her if I pick up
the pace ever so slightly. The idea floats along the trail and I chase after it down a short
hill, easily riled to compare myself to another. Then the trail curves into a steep uphill.
Full on empty desire, I start to charge up until my body screams a reminder of its
precarious state, lungs and muscles unable to hold the surge, and I slow. Finishing will
be more than enough for today. I’m barely halfway done and the hills keep coming and
whatever urge to quit I feel from now on will only increase.
•

The next big stop on our tour of northern Kansas was the town of Nicodemus, the
home of a national historic site. National sites of any kind, whether parks, monuments,
historical markers, whatever, they’re all on a list my dad has made and can be checked
off, so we had to stop to see it. By now the sun was starting to arc down towards the
horizon and I was hungry. If we had taken 1-70 we would be at least in Limon and close
enough to home to pick up local radio stations, and the voice of Captain Dan on 91.5 FM
beckoned with more force than it ought because it was familiar and far away. Here we
were not even into Colorado yet, still floundering in Kansas, and already driving all day,
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and again my dad wanted to stop. “This is a significant place,” he told me, reading from
the travel book. “This is the last remaining western town built by African Americans
after the Civil War, established in 1877.” He looked at me after he read the passage,
eyebrows up, waiting for my agreement, as if the facts of the place were enough to
convince. There was no way I ever would have stopped had I been alone, and no way we
weren’t going to stop now. He hopped out of the car with his book and went to poke
through the old church and school building and town hall, and I knew he would be
content without me.
I stayed in the car and waited to get home and stared out the window at the clouds.
In western Kansas and eastern Colorado the land was so flat and brown that the sky stole
my eye at every gaze and flung it high, where it got lost against heavy-bottomed nimbus
clouds that gathered all day in the heat. The wind never stopped blowing and making
noise, and I watched a pile of tumbleweeds trapped against a barbed wire fence tremble
and flutter and try to break away. The flatness stretched away, broken by a barbed wire
fence running perpendicular to the road into the horizon, and a silo far away and small,
and a cluster of trees dark in the distance signaling a farmhouse because farmers planted
them as windbreaks. I saw no other cars in the parking lot, and nothing within sight
signaled present habitation, and the wind and tumbleweeds and empty buildings brought
no comfort when I wanted only the familiar I had been waiting for all day. My dad would
be mindful I was waiting, but only as a bother to attend to after he saw what needed
seeing.

Many people have written their marathon books, all variously titled, “How
Running Helped Me Overcome My (insert life challenge/tragedy here).” That’s not me.
The pursuit has no end goal except to finish, and no reason to finish except for the sake of
finishing something hard that takes a lot of work to accomplish and will be satisfying, I
hope. Those abstractions aren’t much to cling to at mile 16 when I can’t figure out what
26 minus 16 is because the math is too tricky. I know that’s how far I have left to run,
most of it downhill now, but that is small consolation when it’s 26-minus-16 miles,
which has to be a lot even if I can’t wrap my mind around an exact number.
All I want to do is finish and take a nap. How delicious, to lie down and shut my
eyes with my head resting on a soft pillow in a room with the shades down to darken it
just enough that I can sleep for a few hours, then wake later hungry and not knowing what
time it is except that time has passed because the light in the room has changed. I’ll
awake with a feeling of tired contentment like I have just run a marathon or something,
wait! Then I’ll remember that I have just run a marathon. I won’t spring out of bed
because I’ll be stiff and hurting, but it’ll be a good stiff because I’ll have just run a
marathon.

The Guinness record category has since been closed. If a person can build a ball
using mechanical methods, imagine the arms race that would result! Perhaps that should
have been the end of big twine, now that there’s no official record to validate a life’s
work, but it wasn’t, and whispers of a twine ball bigger than them all in Lake
Nebagamon, Wisconsin, have floated in off the wind. James Frank Kotera, who works at

the town dump, who is still alive and building a ball he started in 1979, claims his giant,
which he has named Mr. Twine Ball, weighs 19,300 lbs. Its football shape has worried
some purists and kept him from being mentioned alongside the giants of the craft. But
twine sags and balls lose their ball shape, so maybe the size should be measured by
weight. If so, perhaps his is the champion, eclipsing even the one in Kansas and the
gentle souls still laboring to keep breath in the legacy of their man Stoeber and The
World’s Largest Ball of Sisal Twine.
A reporter asked him once what his goal was for Mr. Twine Ball. “I’m gonna
make it as big as I can get it,” he said. What will happen when he’s done? “I don’t worry
about that,” he said.
•

The toughest part of the course is the transition from the top of Ester Dome to a
trail that spirals down its side and onto the road that eventually funnels to the finish at the
university. To get to the trail, the course cuts straight down a power-line clearing for half
a mile or so. After 17 miles, my legs are holding up pretty well if all I ask from them is
enough lift to clear my toes from the ground to move each foot forward a bit. I’ve run
longer than 17 miles just once before, on a route much flatter, so in terms of pushing my
body, everything from here on is a new experience. It’s all downhill from here; I’ll just
keep telling myself that, and I know declines are less work and less pain than hills.
That’s not true with the chute, and as I come to the edge my stomach drops in preparation
for taking a plunge off something high and down something steep.
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For a few seconds, the thrill of running down an extremely steep hill distracts me
and I imagine I’m enjoying the chute. Until I try to slow. I can’t. I try to stay upright
atop gravel and stones and dirt and ruts dug by run-off, each step a plunge into open air
and then down. I dig my heels with each landing, trying to keep my balance back and not
forward because forward means too much speed and too much speed puts too much force
on my already unstable quadriceps muscles that had no idea they were about to be called
on to rescue me over and over and over from falling to the bottom along sharp stones.
Runners below zigzag to dampen the pull of the hill like timid skiers tracing long
horizontal curves across the clearing, afraid of going too fast, stepping gingerly over ruts.
Gravel from someone behind and above bounces past my ankles. A runner slides past,
one palm on the ground, squatting back on two heels then turning sideways as if the broad
side of his foot will slow him. Then he catches a sure foothold and pops upright, turns
his hips square with the slope and charges straight down again. A few seconds later he’s
down where the slope levels and turns left onto the trail, having passed half a dozen
others.
•

We made it back to 1-70, and my dad seemed satisfied with bagging an historic
site, a large ball of twine, and a slew of counties: Graham, Rooks, Osborne, Mitchell,
Cloud, Clay. Not bad work for one day of driving, and now we could head straight home.
The sun hung before our eyes, large and spreading golden across the brown we drove
into, and for a moment I thought I could almost understand wanting to be out in the empty
and flat and not just hurry through the small towns and quiet on the way to the nearest big
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city; perhaps it wasn’t too much to want to slow and savor the in-between before reaching
the goal.
We got to Oakley before the transmission acted up by suddenly downshifting
while at high speed, so we stopped again. One mechanic was still open and he said he’d
take a look. In no hurry, he opened the bug-smeared hood and stood there looking at the
engine. Then he put a hand to his chin and frowned, poked a hand in there somewhere
and twisted something. I went into the lobby, and though I had been sitting all day I
found a chair and stared at a magazine. Later, my dad came back and said there was
nothing the mechanic could do and we should just keep driving, but maybe keep going
the back way because we could go slower and have a better chance of getting the van
home.

A couple miles down the soft dirt trail gently winding down the dome through a
forest of birch trees alit with fluttering gold leaves does nothing to calm my muscles
trembling from the chute and the miles. I won’t be done for almost an hour. That’s a
long time to keep running. The trail is narrow and the trees thick. I can’t see any runners
ahead or behind, nor does anyone wander down here to watch and cheer.
At the sight of mile 20,1 can’t help but smile because I’ve just run 20 miles and
I’m still going to run farther, and now maybe it’s time to start thinking about being done.
Being done isn’t that far away anymore, no longer poised to occur at the same time I get a
real job and have a family and own a home. It’s closer than that, and the transition from
waiting on a far goal and preparing to taste the arrival of that goal takes some work
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because now I’ll have to get used to remembering that I finished a marathon. Even
though I’ve got six miles left, that’s nothing, and the finish will be here soon.
•

It was late and long dark when we arrived home, having taken the long way on
Highway 40 that connects Sharon Springs and Weskan, then into Colorado through
Cheyenne Wells and Punkin Center and into Colorado Springs. My mom had been
watching for us, and she came out the front door as we pulled up to the garage,
silhouetted against the porch light, arms crossed against the evening chill, waiting while
my dad got out of the car. She didn’t have to say that she wondered why we hadn’t
arrived mid-afternoon because my dad spoke first. His voice suggested that, unlike me,
he wasn’t frazzled and numb from driving all day with only the destination in his mind
and all else shoved aside, like he would have gladly kept driving all night as long as there
was a national historic site somewhere ahead and new scenery in the meantime.
“We took the back roads,” he said, sounding excited, though I couldn’t tell if it
was from being home and seeing her, or excitement at the day. “Saw some neat sites, and
some parts of the state we hadn’t been before, and some great scenery!”
“You took the back way all the way across the state?” she asked and frowned at
me as if to confirm my lack of excitement. I nodded and shrugged. I was relieved to be
home and that allowed me to be generous, so I didn’t take away from his satisfaction at
the day. I’ll leave him to drive to counties in Kansas and he’ll leave me to run for an hour
every day and sometimes longer when it’s a race that promises to be hard.
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“Oh yeah,” he added as an afterthought as he walked inside, perhaps because he
knew it would upset her and that wasn’t what he was feeling, “I think the transmission’s
going out. Started acting funny around Oakley, but we did fine with it.”
•

My legs hurt with a pain I’ve never before experienced, and I’m able to keep
running only by not thinking about running. Back onto the road now and still for
stretches I can’t see anyone ahead or behind, but I know they have to be there because this
isn’t a singular pursuit. Millions of people run marathons every year in every big city in
the world, and they spend months and years training for them. I’m alone right now, but
I’m not alone in my pursuit of things long and difficult, nor in my enjoyment of things
that don’t seem like they should be enjoyable.
The four-mile descent off the dome finally slows at mile 21, where the course
takes a left onto a new road and a hill begins, a mild hill, long and gradual, and it’s almost
too much to bear now, but I can’t stop here so I endure.
•

I wonder what Kotera, who’s still alive and building, thinks of Stoeber’s motto:
Patience + Thrift = Success. Is there any other activity besides collecting twine and
forming it into a giant ball where such a motto applies? When does frugality ever bring
success, excepting of course when success is measured by how well one can spend
decades hoarding and reusing what seems like trash. The original builders of twine
pursued a world record, where success is a discrete goal with defined parameters. But
what happens to Kotera? At some point the folks at Guinness got so tired of squabbling

over twine and string and ovals and weight versus diameter and one man or a group of
people and four years or thirty years and pulleys and winding by hand that they closed the
record. Now there’s no one to say officially whose ball is the biggest anymore, and now
you’ve got this giant ball that you’ve been thinking about for decades sitting in your
backyard, really starting to smell like twine, and squirrels have starting hanging out
around it. Maybe a web site that’s into finding people like you came out to interview the
guy who lives down by the creek and rides his bike everywhere, who happens to have a
giant ball of twine in his backyard. You took them into the backyard where they said
some nice things about Mr. Twine Ball, walked around it a few times, told you how big it
looks, and you showed them your over-under technique that keeps the twine tight so it’ll
hold its shape and not sag, not like those “other” twine balls that really are starting to
show their age you said. What’s wrong with a new twine ball? Can there ever be too
many twine balls? They took a picture of you standing in front of Mr. Twine Ball, the
same photo anyone takes with any giant ball of twine (but really, how many options does
one have for poses with a 10-ton thing that doesn’t move?), and you stood slightly to the
left to show it off.
•

At mile 25 the course crosses the train tracks, and if a train were to come I’d have
to stop, no getting around that, and, boy, how great to be forced to stop. I’d protest some
to show that I wanted to finish this race hard before sagging gratefully as the train
chugged and clacked. As I come upon the tracks I see no train, so I must keep running
because I’m this far and I can’t quit now. A guy in a pickup sits beside the road at the
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crossing, the window down and one elbow hanging out, and I shuffle past, staring at the
ground, wanting nothing more for the rest of my life than a train at this second. I’ll never
want anything again. I promise. Good job, he says, so I look up to be polite. Then he
reaches his other arm out the rolled-down window and he’s holding a plastic carton with
cookies, the kind from the bakery of the grocery store, the big ones with chunks of
chocolate that always look good but never quite live up to the promise of their
appearance. Until now. I forget I ever wanted a train; when I was wishing for a train I
didn’t know there could be something better, that there could be a cookie. I’ve been
given something I didn’t know I wanted that’s so much better than what I thought I
wanted. The man has broken the cookies into bite-sized pieces, and I take one quarter of
one cookie and smile and run across the tracks and eat the cookie and I can’t imagine ever
again eating something more satisfying.
•

Then the guys from the web site left and later whispered to themselves maybe this
guy’s for real, and maybe we have another twine ball to deal with, and once the web site
posted its interview complete with photo, that meant that you’d gone public with Mr.
Twine Ball. The news spread to all the twine junkies, and then the whispers burned and
circled until word reached Darwin, where every protest about every new ball of twine
comes from, each protest the same, about how their ball of twine is the oldest and the best
and no one can take that away from good old Francis, may he rest in peace. The nephew,
who’s the caretaker of the twine empire and a strict manager of the twine’s reputation,
dismissed the newest challenge, but his dismissal came too quickly maybe, and then the

fight started all over again about who’s got the biggest twine ball, and it’s never going to
be resolved because no one’s ever going to admit that yeah, I’ve got a pretty big twine
ball but yours really is bigger, so the disagreement will keep on, but you don’t spend too
much time worrying about that kind of stuff. Some sort of record might be nice, but
that’s not why you put in the hours every day gathering the twine and twisting and
threading, always the same motion over and over and over without change. You put in
the hours because you’ve got a ball of twine that’s pretty big, but it could be bigger, so
you just keep making it bigger, and that satisfies you, and maybe that’s success enough.
•

I breathe deeply and keep shuffling and watching for the clearing that marks the
finish. It’s so close now and I long for stopping and eating and sitting. What happens
next I’m not sure, but I’ll probably sit for a while, for a few days or maybe weeks, until I
get bored of sitting so I’ll start running again because, it seems, as much as I’m thinking
about stopping and being done, that’s not why I started in the first place.

On the Necessity of a Rhythm
I ran down a road early on a weekend morning. An overnight dusting of snow had
cleared the ground of all footsteps and tire tracks and bike treads. All was smooth but for
a few slight reminders of old potholes deep beneath the hard packed snow of midwinter.
The road stretched before me straight and white for half a mile until it intersected with a
bigger road at the top of the hill, and I was the first one across it that day, leaving the
tracks to prove it. I ran self-consciously, enjoying the unmarked ground before and the
footsteps behind, knowing that whoever followed that day would see them and know that
someone had passed here already. They couldn’t look on the landscape without seeing
that I had been there first, and I felt the smallest sting of pride — pride from that desire
inherent in human nature to leave a reminder of one’s passing to those who will pass
later, pride in thinking what I do will be remembered.
Then I looked ahead again and noticed a shape in the distance, near the top of the
hill. It seemed to be moving. I watched until it moved to the other side of the road and I
was sure it wasn’t a street sign, then I looked back to the ground and there they were,
hidden in the low light and mottled snow, the footsteps. I hadn’t seen them before, and
now I wasn’t the first person across the road, and I sighed and frowned. What a
disappointment to learn that someone had beaten me to the untracked space I thought I
had discovered. Then I looked again and the shape turned into two shapes, the second a
smaller and browner shade of shadow. And I looked again at the ground and found them,
the smaller and quicker paw prints beside the trail of steps. They had been there all along
and I hadn’t seen them. I might never have seen them except I happened to glance ahead.
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I looked back for my own footsteps but I couldn’t find them in the mix of gray sky and
gray light and gray ground, and maybe others wouldn’t see them either because they were
so easily lost.
But the hope of running across untracked snow and leaving footprints behind to
mark my passing wasn’t what brought me to run down the road in the first place. Those
are extra accolades, and though they feel good, they’re fleeting, not the substance of
running itself, which is what satisfies. The wind would have smoothed the snow if a car
hadn’t changed the ground first, and my marks wouldn’t have lasted the day regardless.
When I reached the main road at the top of the hill, I found the snow tracked and
smoothed from traffic, and my small steps didn’t mark the ground as before because too
many people had passed there already, but I kept running.
I kept on because sometimes I don’t mind broad, well-traveled paths where I can
run full out surrounded by traffic. Some routes are a pleasure no matter how many times
I’ve been along them and will continue to be paths I come back to. Familiar places aren’t
unproductive places to be because each time I move through them the experience is
slightly different, and perhaps so too do I move across the space in my own way despite
how many others have already passed. I find the littlest slivers of ground on which to
step that no foot has yet fallen on, running at my pace, with a gait that shows me to be
different from everyone else.
But I also like looking for quiet places that haven’t been fully explored yet so I
can make them my own. There aren’t too many places to go, if any, where others haven’t
been before. Anytime I think I’ve found something new I’ll notice the footsteps of a
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previous traveler. Perhaps nothing remains unexplored in the purest sense that no one has
set eyes on it even from afar, but that doesn’t mean my pleasure is less for discovering a
place for myself. I found a wooded path near my house once, lined with cranberry
bushes, and I followed it for nothing more than the promise that it would take me
somewhere I hadn’t yet seen. Later the path ended on a road, and I knew where I was. I
followed the road back home again feeling pleased to have noticed that new path that
took me away from the familiar and into territory where each unexpected root and rut
required my concentration to navigate, and I didn’t know what hills waited ahead, or what
the view looked like when I came around a blind comer. A clearing in the birch trees
surprised me because it provided a vista overlooking the city that I d never seen from that
angle before, the street lights coming on as daylight faded behind thickening evening
clouds.
When covering new ground, though, it’s impossible not to end in the same
location where I’ve started. If I return from a different direction, at the very least I have
to circle back around to the starting point. But even if I retrace my steps I’m not being
redundant because wherever I move, whether across new ground or old, I can never
completely exhaust the route, and the movement itself adds to the work I’ve already done.
•

I shared my latest writing at a workshop last spring. I’d been preparing for
months.
During the dark and cold winter days I focused simply on getting words down on
paper, paying little attention to speed or sound or even rhythm. I just wanted pages full of
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words raw and slow that I could refine later. As the weather warmed, the snow melted
and the light came back, and I began to revise the pages sentence by sentence. Some
sentences I made longer, and I needed patience to slow them down and stretch them out,
drawing out the thoughts so they could cover long distances smoothly, piling the
dependent clauses against each other in long domino chains and letting them run on for
hours. Others I quickened. I practiced bursts of acceleration until they crackled. I
dropped the extraneous adjectives and adverbs and the sentences began to move
unencumbered and light. I reworked the prose over and over, never content because I
wanted to improve it; I knew it could be better. Sometimes I grew impatient trying to
find just the right phrasing to express an idea, and I kept forcing the words until I grew
too tired to do anymore and had to quit for the day. Some days the words poured out of
my head with the ease of running downhill, but other days required more effort to twist
the words together than the last miles of a marathon and I forgot why I ever wanted to
express myself in the first place.
To the workshop I brought the very best writing I had, carefully proofread and
polished, and so did the other writers. I know there are others out there who think like I
do, with the same passion, and despite the solitary nature of my pursuit I need to share it.
The community around me helps my writing by pushing me into a rhythm that requires
effort. When I work by myself too long I grow lazy, falling into a pace too slow and easy
to count as real work.
Often I’m insecure at workshops because I’m sharing an intimate part of myself,
and usually the communal experience is one of judgment and comparison. Every time I
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show my writing to others I take a risk because I can’t hide. I’m completely out in the
open, unable to mediate what the audience sees. My writing always seems strong until
someone else reads it, so I anticipate the pain of criticism each time. Perhaps the
anticipation is harder than the experience, though both are inevitable. I try to remind
myself that ultimately I’m not competing against the others even though our tendency
during comparison is to judge, but I need the pressure of unbiased criticism and the
motivation of external success to force improvement, wherein I find the satisfaction that
fills in a way accolades cannot. Force from the outside easily surpasses the amount of
pressure I alone can bring upon myself.
Besides showing me a new perspective on my own writing, sharing with others
allows me glimpses of their writing. Seeing the writing of others, whether close up or
from afar, especially of the masters, inspires me back to my own craft. They’re so fluid,
so in control of their medium, they make it look effortless. To see the final product, a
book or essay into which they have poured all of the best of themselves, is to see the rare
unveiling of the inside of a person. The final product belies what has gone into its
preparation, the hours of lonely struggle, the agony over the details, the tedium when it
becomes work. Despite the impulse from within that moves people to express themselves
in such a way, the masters still have to spend each day warming up, stretching their
thoughts, going across the same sentences over and over, revising the parts that aren’t
working down to the smallest bits of syntax so that nothing is tangled, so their ideas come
across as beautifully as possible. Mechanics are important, not just a basic understanding
of the genre but a mastery of the whole system of language. They take every line apart so
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they can put it back together anew. They listen to every syllable to make sure it hits in the
right spot. They isolate and strengthen the smallest contractions because if they don’t
work perfectly or they’re too weak, they’ll throw every subsequent movement off
balance.
I knew most of the people at the workshop and could recognize their voices.
Some wrote with long, strong strokes that covered lots of ground between punctuation
marks, while others used words carefully for just the right effect and never carried any
extra modifiers that weren’t pulling their weight. Some were the type that always had the
perfect simile ready when the prose got too difficult, so they were never caught from
behind by cliches, and I envied their effortless use of imagery.
My opening paragraph, as the others showed me right away, was too slow, and
because of the rough start I had some trouble finding a pace that I could maintain to the
end of the piece. I wasn’t writing with confidence, I learned, until the second page when I
found a rhythm that felt natural, not strained or forced. Then the sentences came one after
the other with pacing that was right for my intentions, without too much effort yet. I
knew not to give everything away in the first half because all the threads of the piece
don’t come together until the very end and I needed to save most of my energy until then
for a powerful finish. The buildup to the climax was tricky because I wanted to make
sure I didn’t move too soon and lose tension with the conclusion, or move too late and
fail to build the right emotional intensity. Then the prose stumbles to the finish, losing
speed all the while. This time I waited almost too long to bring the piece to a triumphant

close, until the very last paragraphs, but then I found a metaphor that fit so tight I couldn’t
see the seams, and I ran with it to the bottom of the page.
As happens at most workshops, I saw what worked well and earned some praise
for my effort, and I discovered weaknesses that I could revise for the next time I share my
writing, maybe on a stage bigger than this small gathering. Doused with humility, I
retreated to my solitary mornings to keep working.

This is my expression, and it’s not loud, but I listen closely to the rhythm, to the
way the words and the muscles move, for the rhythm is part of its beauty. Sometimes it
slows, sometimes it speeds up, depending on my mood. On bad days the rhythm is ugly,
and anyone can tell with a far away glance. My whole body is tense and my posture
shows it. My pacing is flat and inefficient: too many words not doing enough work. The
shoulders are too high, the arms aren’t swinging in balance, the knees aren’t coming up
far enough, and the feet barely leave the ground. The verbs are passive and I keep
tripping over modifiers dangling by my feet. There’s no energy. Nothing jumps; it’s not
alive. I’m holding back. But letting go completely is also hard. I don’t have the energy
sometimes to turn myself inside out.
The rhythm reminds me that I’m alive. Often there is no one to hear it, but that’s
not why I keep on. I keep on because without it I wouldn’t know who I am. Without
exercise muscles atrophy. They lose the easy swing they have when they are fleet and
movement is sweet as wordplay. When I’m out of shape I have too many thoughts
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trapped inside roiling, stamping, stagnating, clogged. The rhythm lets me shout, and it
lets me feel empty.
Sometimes, somewhere along the way, I fall into a rhythm I want to ride forever
because my body and mind will suddenly feel like they were designed for that purpose,
and I forget that the world doesn’t always work like I know it should because at that
moment it does. Eventually I have to stop, and only then does the rhythm fall away. But
still it follows me, and later when I’m quiet I hear it echoing, calling me back for more,
bouncing off my thoughts, working into my memories, softening my worries. Because
that rhythm sings to me every morning it’s easier to move through the rest of the day.

